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SEARCHING FOR HOME
Home is more than a place. It’s an intersection of life and love, sympathy
and safety. The lowest social status today when we don’t have slavery is
being homeless. Yet there are millions of people in the world whose homes
are in danger, unsafe or non-existent.
When the teachers – founders of this project met in 2018 in Ireland, the
whole Europe was discussing the issue of Syrian, Afghan and African immigrants. The migration topic was a lush bait for populist politicians, busy
in social media explaining the social and cultural hazard sourcing from acceptation of refugees from different continents and religions. More than
ever was there the urge of talking with students about racism, xenophobia
and solidarity.
So the idea was born: let’s remember that also the peoples of Europe, with
no exception, during their colourful history had to or just decided to abandon their homelands and cross the oceans for a better life, in many cases
to escape war, persecution or death. Would we ever consider our own folks
“a danger“ for any other culture? Wouldn’t we be surprised if any other
nation took us for aliens, intruders, conveyors of a suspicious, potencialy
malevolent behavior?
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Yes we would. Because we are not “like that“. We are “normal“. And our
emigrants are always peaceful, often contributing greatly to the target culture. However, the crowds flowing to Europe think no worse of themselves…
Thus the project SEARCHING FOR HOME was created and four years later
its final output EXILOPAEDIA is coming. A collection of students′ essays
about famous expats from the participating countries, Czechia, Ireland,
Poland, and Portugal. Four EU countries with a rich history of emigration
and, more recently, receiving immigrants. Countries which gave the world
personalities like Fryderyk Chopin, Marie Sklodowska-Curie or Miloš Forman who achieved their best in exile. Countries whose exile stories are peculiarly interwoven – the Czech poet František Listopad fled to Portugal
because he couldn’t bear the atrocities of the communist regime, while at
the same time José Gregório and other Portuguese communists found their
new home in Czechoslovakia, escaping from the unfriendly Salazar′s dictatorship. Sometimes exile is not just about good and evil, it′s more about
finding one′s true self.

Luisa Antunes
Isabel Catarino
Jan Jícha
Anna Koucká
Maria Fátima Lourenço
Breda O′Malley
Patrycja Pipska
Anna Sycz-Folta

After four years of effort, covid-related delays and mundane difficulties (like
the unprecedented rise of the price of paper…) EXILOPAEDIA is born, right
into a time when a new wave of emigration is in full go. The war in Ucraine
is teaching us that both home and basic European values like peace, solidarity, friendship, safety, and overal humanism are never to be taken for
granted.
We hope that our book will share its little bit to the general endeavour of
the European Union to make the old continent a better place.
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“There is a place in hell for women who don’t help other women.”

Madeleine Albright
Czechoslovakia → USA
Madeleine Albright was a feminist, politician, book writer, and Czech emigrant. She
was the Secretary of State to the
United States. Even though she was raised
mostly in England, and in her adulthood
lived in USA, she kept in touch with her
Czech origins, and became the first woman
to acquire this position in the White House.
Exiled baby
She was born in 1937 in Prague, Czechoslovakia, and was given the
name Marie Anna Korbel which she than changed when studying
in college. Sadly, but also luckily, she didn’t stay in Czechoslovakia
for too long. All her family emigrated to England in 1939. They had
to leave their home and country because of the Nazi occupation.
Madeleine discovered that her parents and ancestors were Jewish
only after her parents passed away, through an article in the news.
She also found out that a lot of her ancestors, who unlike her had
not emigrated, had been killed in concentration camps.
Exiled girl
After WW2 ended her family returned to Czechoslovakia but they
did not stay there for very long. In 1948 when the communist party
gained power they had to leave again but this time they emigrated
to the United States, Colorado. Her father Josef Korbel was a Jewish
diplomat and after they emigrated to the USA he became a profes-
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sor at Denver University. Later on, he founded a school. He and Madeleine’s mother Anna Spiegelova had three children: Madeleine,
John, and Katherine. This was the only part of her family that emigrated from Czechoslovakia.
Female politician
Because of her dad being a diplomat she felt closer to politics than
most people. Her career in the office during Bill Clinton’s presidency
was quite impressive. Madeleine herself confirmed that Bill’s wife
helped her. In 1993 she was the US Ambassador to the United Nations, In 1997 when her trial ended she became the 64th U.S. Secretary of State, and her position ended along with Clinton’s
presidency in 2001.
Her position, Secretary of State, was quite revolutionary for she way
the first woman to hold this position, and please don’t think being
a Secretary means making coffee for the president, it is a very important and prestigious function in the United States Cabinet. Of
course, it would have been cooler if she would have become president but still it was a very promising start. It’s truly extraordinary
for a person who had gone through so much to still do such an amazing job. I believe that we need more people like her.
Now that I have a voice, I am not going to be silent
One of her famous quotes goes: “There is a special place in hell for
women who don’t help other women.” She said that to reflect on
people voting for Donald Trump and not for Hillary Clinton.
She was always ready to speak for human rights. “It took me quite
a long time to develop a voice, and now that I have it, I am not going
to be silent“ she appointed.
I also want to mention her actions in Kosovo because I believe it’s
an important part of her political career. The conflict between the
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Serbs and Albanians escalated with the new president Slobodan
Milošević, who wanted to kill all Albanians. Even though Madeleine
tried to convince Milošević to make a diplomatic agreement he
never agreed. Even worse, after the failed diplomatic meeting he
sent troops to kill the Albanian citizens and burn down their villages.
Madeleine immediately tried to convince the Pentagon to send troops to stop the ethnic cleansing. This, she achieved. Unfortunately,
the weather was bad and the planes couldn′t strike. Soon the weather got better and the war ended. The hatred is still there even
today but Madeleine Albright saved a lot of lives back then.
Her connection with Czechoslovakia (now Czech Republic) was
quite strong even though during the most important part of childhood and adulthood she lived in England and USA. She could speak
Czech with a charming American accent. She visited the Czech Republic quite often.
Albright was also a convinced feminist, and being the first female
politician in her position had to be such an honor but also the first
step to her worldwide dream of women-dominated politics. Although her childhood was spent in three different places and she
probably experienced a lot of anxiety while hiding in bunkers, she
didn’t stop trying hard. So she fought and became a great politician,
book author, and mostly a very wise woman. She solved a war conflict in Kosovo and achieved so much in her life.
I believe she had a great life worth reading about.
Daniel Jerby

Madeleine Albright
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“I wouldn’t have written what I have if I hadn’t lived it.”

Manuel Alegre
Portugal → France → Algeria → Portugal
I ask the flowing wind
news from my country
and the wind silences the disgrace
the wind doesn’t answer me.
Excerpt from the poem Trova do Vento
que Passa, from Praça da Canção, 1965.

Manuel Alegre de Melo Duarte was born on the 12th of may 1936, in
Águeda, a city situated in the central region of Portugal.
Studies, first arrest and first writings
Manuel studied in the cities of Lisbon, Porto and Coimbra, more precisely in the College of Law of the University of Coimbra, in which
he was an active student. He supported General Humberto Delgado
(Presidency candidate in 1958, opposing Salazar’s dictatorship).
Later on, in 1961, Manuel was called to mandatory military service
in Mafra, where he showed his dislike to Salazar’s regime and its
colonial war establishment. Afterwards, he was sent to S. Miguel
island, in Azores. There, he created a plan to rule the island and
prompt a coup d’etat, but in 1962, he ended up sent to Luanda, in
Angola, where his involvement in the attempt to military rebellion
led to his imprisonment by PIDE. Consequently, he spent six months
in the city Fortaleza de S. Paulo and wrote a big majority of the
poems that form his first book, Praça da Canção.
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Exile
In 1963, after returning to Coimbra, he went into exile.
He first travelled to Paris, but ended up in Algeria, in North Africa,
where the Patriotic Front for National Liberation (an organisation
opposing the regime) was based, and for which he had already been
elected in Paris as a member of the panel. That position had given
him the opportunity to testify before the United Nations, about his
experience in Angola, and to contact the leaders of African liberation
movements.
In 1964, he started working in Algiers, as a broadcaster on the Voz
da Liberdade station, where he disseminated comments in support
of the nationalist forces fighting against the colonial power and the
Salazar regime.
Return to Portugal – Politics and Writings
A decade after leaving for Algiers he returned to Portugal. He arrived
on May 2nd, 1974, shortly after the Revolution that ended the 40
years of dictatorship in Portugal. He started working at Radiodifusão
Portuguesa, as the director of the Recreational and Cultural Services.
He was one of the founders of the Centros Populares 25 de Abril, an
organisation that sought a civic role, complementary to that of the
parties. Still in 1974, he joined the Socialist Party, where, alongside
Mário Soares (future President), he promoted the great popular mobilizations that allowed the consolidation of democracy and the approval of the 1976 Constitution, of which he was the author of the
preamble.
As a member of the Socialist Party, he was a Member of Parliament,
a position he held for 34 years, until 2009. In 2006 he was an independent candidate for the presidential elections. He also ran as
a candidate for the 2011 presidential election, supported by important political parties, but he did not win the election.

Manuel Alegre
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In addition to his political activity, he developed a vast literary work,
which includes novels, short stories, essays, but above all poetry,
which has been widely diffused and acclaimed. He was awarded
the most distinguished literary prizes. His poems were adapted to
music and interpreted by Adriano Correia de Oliveira and Amália Rodrigues among many others. Recognized across borders, he is the
only Portuguese author included in the anthology Cent poèmes sur
l’exil, edited by the League of Human Rights, in France (1993).
In April 2010, the University of Padua, in Italy, inaugurated the
Manuel Alegre chair, dedicated to the study of Portuguese Language, Literature and Culture.
For his work, he received numerous awards in Portugal, namely the
Grand Prize for Poetry of the Portuguese Writers Association (1998);
Person Award (1999).
He was recently awarded the status of honorary member of the Academic Association of Coimbra, which made him very nostalgic, as
it reminded him of his times as a political activist while a student at
the renowned University of Coimbra.

There was a house.
There was a basket of cherries on the table.
There was a pure smell of bread.
A balcony and white clothes to dry.
in O canto e as armas, D. Quixote, 2017, pp. 75–76.
In this excerpt from the poem O canto e as armas, the author expresses the suffering felt by political exiles in France before the 25th
of April, a misery caused by the distance from their country and
families. The characteristic of emigration stands out, since it concerns the fight of those in the country who didn’t agree with the
dictatorship, stating that there was no freedom of expression. Thus,
to escape torture and imprisonment, some went into exile abroad.
In this case, emigration wasn’t originated from economic problems
but from political ones.
Rui Coelho

Exílio by Manuel Alegre (1967)
There were twenty or thirty of us on the banks of the Seine.
And the eyes went with the waters.
They looked for the Tagus in the waters of the Seine
they looked for willows on the shores of the wind
and this country of tears and villages
inns in the twilight hills.
They searched for the sea.
We were twenty or thirty on the banks of the Seine sitting absent.
And there was a street.
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"The songs were a way of provoking political debate."

José Mário Branco

He returned to university in 2006, where, at the age of 64, he completed his academic training with a degree in Linguistics, in which
he stood out as the best student.

Portugal → France → Portugal
José Mário Branco is one of the personalities who has made the greatest impact on
Portuguese music since the 1960s. For him,
music was a weapon through which he expressed his political convictions, namely regarding the dictatorial regime, the colonial
war, prison and exile, subjects that were
not only part of his life but also of his generation. His songs of revolutionary nature
exposed people’s difficulties, many of them
still present today.
A life of music
José Mário Branco, was born on May 25, 1942, in Oporto (northern
Portugal). He became known as a composer, arranger, interpreter,
musician, lyricist, instrumentalist and musical producer but he was
also a political activist.
A son of primary school teachers, he is described as one of the biggest
names in Portuguese music, collaborating with creators such as José
Afonso and Sérgio Godinho. He soon showed a great ability for
music, having studied piano, ethnomusicology, orchestration,
among other specific areas related to the musical art, at the Parnaso
School in his city. He also studied Economy in the University of
Oporto and History in Coimbra, but did not finish either of these
courses, following his artistic career where he crossed popular
songs with other songs of manifest political intervention.
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Opposition to Salazar’s Regime
Expressing his ideas against the regime, he became a militant of the
Portuguese Communist Party (PCP), the great organised force in the
fight against the instituted regime of the New State. For that main
reason, he was persecuted by PIDE (International Police and Defence of the State).
In the 60s, Salazar tried to keep the Portuguese colonies in Africa,
fighting against the independence actions of African territories,
which originated the well-known colonial war that would only end
with the Revolution of April 25th 1974. José Mário Branco, showed
his points of view against a war that he considered useless and
unfair.
He was arrested by the political police for refusing to do his military
service in the colonial war.
Exile in France
In 1963, at the age of 21, he was forced to go into exile in Paris,
where he stayed until 1974, having returned to Portugal after the
Revolution of April 25th (Carnation Revolution). From then on he
continued to develop his musical activity, becoming the author of
a unique work in the Portuguese musical panorama.
During his exile in France, he worked to survive and to take care of
his family (his two children were born in Paris) without ever distancing himself from his ideals of fighting against fascism, injustice
and social inequalities, through the defence of citizens’ rights.
In exile, he always remained connected to music and attentive to
what was happening in Europe, especially in Portugal.

José Mário Branco
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In Paris, he started an important cultural and associative activity,
standing out for his action with the Portuguese emigrants, to whom
he tried to entertain and give strength, but also to mobilise for the
fight against fascism.
He had the opportunity to meet many artists from France and other
nationalities and as an active man of the left, he performed all over
Europe, in occupied factories, schools and colleges or in concert
halls, living the historical events of the revolution of May 68.
In 1973 he composed A cantiga é uma arma (The song is a weapon) for
the festival Jogos Florais da Imigração Portuguesa, held at Cartoucherie
de Vincennes in Paris and organised by the newspaper O Salto and
the Movement of Portuguese Emigrant Workers. The lyrics of the
song were copied by José Mário Branco on the eve of the festival,
and placed under the seats of the audience. As a result, on the day
of the festival and during the second repetition of the refrain, the
whole room was already singing in chorus, the song, which was the
great success of the night.

titled Três Cantos, having not only musical, but also poetic references, of what it is to sing in Portuguese.
As a result of his activity, he formed a documentary archive, composed of scores, audio files, mappings of albums and shows, professional correspondence, which was later organized and placed
online for public consultation.
In 2018, he received public recognition for his work by being honoured at the Oporto Book Fair, his hometown.
He died on November 19, 2019 at the age of 77 in Lisbon due to cardiorespiratory arrest.

Return to Portugal
After the 25th April Revolution, he created the Cultural Action Group
Vozes na Luta (Voices in Struggle), and travelled the country doing
shows and participating in cultural movements with themes of political intervention which became very popular, such as A cantiga é
uma arma.
During the 70s and 80s he released several records, among which
his most emblematic work FMI stands out, which is a synthesis of
the Portuguese revolutionary movement, also reflecting his dreams
and disenchantments.
In 2004 he released the album Resistir é Vencer (Resist is winning)
which he dedicated to the resistance of the Timorese people.
In 2009 he returned to public performances with two concerts en-

Afonso Carvalho, João Nobre
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The Flama Magazine of January 7, 1972
published on its cover a photo of José
Mário Branco while in exile in Paris, with
the title Voice of Change, which would
not fail to be a bold action in a country
still living under censorship.

José Mário Branco
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“Flying sky high in a man’s world.”

To fund her training, Nancy, a brunette beauty, launched a career as
a model with the prestigious New York agency Powers.

Nancy Corrigan
Ireland → USA

Nancy Corrigan was born on June 21st,
1912, in Owenduff, Achill, Ireland.
She was the youngest of 4 daughters and
her father was a railway worker on the
Westport to Achill line.

Why did she emigrate?
Nancys father was killed in a tragic accident and left his wife, Maggie Corrigan nearly poor, forcing each of his daughters to emigrate
to the United States.
Nancy emigrated in 1929 at the age of 17 and sailed from Cork to
New Jersey and went from there to Cleveland, Ohio.

Later on, in her life…
She was recruited by the US army during World War II and became
one of the first women to train male cadets at Spartan College.
She took part in a daring high speed flying races and competed in
the prestigious Kendall Trophy Race at the Cleveland Air Races in
1948.
She became one of only two women with a multi-engine, commercial-rating pilot’s licence in the 1950s.
She retired to Florida.
She sadly died of a heart attack in 1983 aged 70 or 71.
Saoirse Quinn / Holly Scanlon

What did she do in Cleveland?
When she got to Cleveland, she found work as a nanny with
a wealthy family in Shaker Heights to earn some money.
During her time there, she decided to take up flying.
She began taking flying lessons in 1932, the same year in which
Amelia Earhart became the first woman to fly solo across the Atlantic.
Flying was very uncommon for women and in addition it was very
expensive. She was earning about $10 a week and the cost of
a pilot’s license was about $700
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“You should never be afraid of anything, you should try
to understand it.”

Maria Skłodowska-Curie
Poland → France
Maria Skłodowska-Curie was a Polish and
naturalized French physicist and chemist
who conducted pioneering research on radioactivity. She was the first woman to win
the Nobel Prize, the first person and the
only woman to win the Nobel Prize twice,
and the only person to win the Nobel Prize
in two scientific fields.
Early years
Maria Skłodowska-Curie was born on 7th November 1867 in Warsaw. Maria started studying at a private boarding school in Warsaw
in 1877. Young Maria had many talents, for example, she spoke 5
languages. Six years later she finished studying at the school, from
which she graduated with a golden medal. In 1884, Maria attended
university preparatory courses in Warsaw, whose programme included natural and social sciences. In the years 1886–1889, Maria
worked as a governess in the landed estate Szczuki. She taught the
children of the owners of the property. She organized classes for
the children in the village teaching them Polish, history and mathematics. For this illegal activity she was threatened with an exile. It
was illegal because Poland was part of the partition and therefore
the work of schools was forbidden and punishable. In 1898, Maria
came back to Warsaw. One year later she appeared for the first time
in the laboratory at the Museum of Industry and Agriculture.
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In 1795 Poland lost its independence because of the three invaders:
Russia, Germany and Austria-Hungary Empire. Maria lived in the
Russian partition where women’s education was very limited. The
first university for women was created in 1868 in Cracow but it offered only some courses and was not real higher education. The real
university was available since 1915.
Life in Paris
Her dreams came true in 1891 when she started studying physics,
chemistry, and mathematics at the University of Paris, which was
commonly known as the Sorbonne. It was a great achievement, because in her times it was difficult to study. Going abroad to study
was necessary for girls, because it was forbidden for them to take
up studies in the annexed Poland. In 1893, she graduated from the
university having won her licentiate in physics and in mathematics.
One year later she met Pierre Curie who proposed to her. For this
reason she had to leave her family and homeland. In 1895, she married Pierre Curie, who shared her affection and interest in scientific
work. Maria did not renounce her country, her Polish roots and her
Polish surname. However, she undersigned according to the
French tradition: Madame Pierre Curie, Madame Maria Curie, Madame
Curie-Skłodowska. Their first daughter Irene was born in 1897. The
second daughter Ève came into the world seven years later. In
1899, Maria with her husband visited Poland to show him Polish
cities. Maria loved Poland so much that she visited it regularly with
her daughters.
New elements
Maria tested various minerals. The samples containing thorium or
uranium were found to be radioactive. Experiments also started to
show that something else affects the strength of the radiation. This

Maria Skłodowska-Curie
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prompted the idea of the existence of an unknown element at that
time. Since then, Skłodowska-Curie continued her research with her
husband. Together, they tried to find this new element in meconium
– one of the uranium ores. They used ordinary chemical analysis for
this. Thanks to it, they separated other components from meconium
and measured their radioactivity. In the course of these studies, it
became clear that they were looking for not one, but two elements.
In July 1898, they announced the discovery of polonium, named
after Skłodowska’s motherland, Poland. In December of the same
year, they discovered radium.
Nobel Prizes
She was the first woman to receive the Nobel Prize in two different
sciences, in 1903 for her research into radioactivity, and in 1911 for
her work in the field of chemistry – isolation of radium. After the
war ended in 1918, Maria published her personal account of the war
in her book Radiology in War.
Pierre died in April 1906 in an accident. After mourning Maria got
back on her feet, but she remained silent, thoughtful and she was
a little inattentive. She was appointed to succeed him as the head
of the physics department at the Sorbonne. After two years she became the first woman professor at this university. She came to
Poland in 1911, where she regained her strength after a hate campaign in Paris against her relationship with Paul Langevin. The relationship was considered scandalous because Paul was married at
the time and had four children.
In 1914 the International Red Cross made Marie the head of the radiological service, where she helped to train doctors and medical
assistants in the latest techniques.
Maria Skłodowska-Curie’s other achievements: she won the John
Scott Legacy Medal and Premium in 1921 for her inventions which
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improve the quality of life, the Matteucci Medal in 1904 for her
awards in Physics, the Davy Medal in 1903 for her awards in Chemistry, the Elliot Cresson Gold Medal in 1909 for her discovery in sciences and the Willard Gibbs Award in 1921 for her chemistry
discoveries.
Death
Maria died on 4th July 1934 in France. She was buried in Sceaux.
Her ashes, along with her husband’s were carried out to the Pantheon in Paris in 1995. She was the first woman awarded in this way
for her research work and the only person non-French person buried
at the Pantheon. During those times, scientists were not aware of
the dangers of radioactivity, which resulted in not enough protection
while working with the radioactive elements. Maria died of aplastic
anemia, but she also suffered from acute radiation syndrome.
Aneta Prawica, Laura Kozarska, Hubert Tofil

Maria Skłodowska-Curie
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“I’m glad that it was me and not you.”

Antonín Čermák
Austria-Hungary → USA
Antonín Čermák, a Czech who worked his
way up from a miner to the mayor of
Chicago and an eager fighter against the
mafia in the second biggest American city
at the time, stayed in his birth country,
Austria-Hungary, for a very short period of
time.

Miner’s boy
When he was about 1 year old, his father and many others lost their
jobs after the collapse of the Vienna stock market in 1873. Antonín’s
family decided to move to the USA, specifically to the city of
Chicago as it had a large population of Czech immigrants. There, his
father tried to get a job as a miner, since it was his profession at
home, but he was unable to find one. Because of that he and his
family moved to a nearby miner’s town Braidwood, about 30 kilometres from Chicago.
In Braidwood Antonín received a basic education and at the mere
age of 15 years he began working as a miner alongside his father.
Antonín understood the power of knowledge so when he wasn’t
working, he was educating himself. About a year later, right after
the work began, he started a small strike, demanding higher wages
for himself and his co-workers. This led to him getting fired but it
had given him so many opportunities, now he could move out and
live on his own in Chicago.
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Life and business
During his first years in Chicago, Antonín changed jobs many times.
When he was 19, he was finally able to save up enough money to
buy his own cart and start a carting business. He was very successful and at his peak he owned forty carts. Later he started to do business in real estate. During this period, he continued to educate
himself by attending afternoon classes. He got married to Marie
Hořejšová – like Čermák she also was a Czech immigrant.
Politician
His political career started in 1900, when he became active in the
democratic party of Chicago. At that time, he had already been
known around the city for his fair manners, and in only two years
he became a member of the Illinois state legislature (a group of people who implement laws in the state). His next step on the road to
success was joining the Chicago city council for the Democratic
party in 1909 as a representative of the rather large Czech minority.
Mayor
Čermák wasn’t very excited about Chicago being the centre of organized crime in America and it was one of his main political agendas to end or at least reduce it. His political rival William Hale
Thompson, the leader of the republican party in Chicago, was
known to be close to Al Capone. Čermák confronted him about it
during the 1931 mayor elections. Thompson responded by calling
Čermák a low-class foreigner. That enraged the citizens because
many of them had foreign ancestors or were immigrants themselves. This, and the reputation of a fair man that he gained during
his business past, helped his campaign very much and in February
of 1931 he won as a member of the Democratic party and became
the 44th mayor of Chicago.

Antonín Čermák
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He was very popular, mainly for his actions against the mafia, and
he even has a street named after him, The Cermak road. In the history of the city only three other mayors had gained that honor. He
spoke actively against the mafia. During his time in office Al Capone
was imprisoned in Alcatraz prison. There he would remain for the
next 8 years until his release caused by his medical issues. In 1932
Čermák visited Czechoslovakia and even gave a short interview on
Czech radio, surprisingly in perfectly fluent Czech. This record is still
kept in the Czech radio archives. He was very welcomed, as he was
one of the few Czechs that were so successful abroad.
Accidental death
After two years in office, Chicago was in debt and that most likely
led Čermák to meeting his long-term friend, newly elected president Franklin Delano Roosevelt, to discuss a loan for the city. This
trip has shown to be fatal to Čermák. During their car ride they
stopped and Roosevelt spoke briefly to the crowd. Suddenly, 5
shots were heard from the crowd and Čermák was hit. It remains
unknown whether the assassin aimed at Čermák himself, or at Roosevelt, who was thus heroically saved by his friend.
They rushed to the hospital where Čermák was taken care of. Soon
his friend, president Roosevelt, visited him and Čermák reportedly
said to him his famous words: “I’m glad that it was me and not you.”
Over the 19 days he spent in the hospital he received letters from
many high-ranking USA politicians including the Czechoslovak president Tomáš Garrigue Masaryk. On 6th of March 1933 Čermák died
as a result of his injuries. The shooter’s sentence was then raised
from 80 years in prison to the death penalty.
He was buried on the Czech national cemetery in Chicago.
František Salva
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“I can still feel within me the strength and readiness for hardship
and suffering, yet I would like to live long enough to see the day
when I might freely work for Poland, and not wander aimlessly
through God knows what land.”

Ignacy Domeyko
Poland → South America

Ignacy Domeyko – was a Polish geologist,
mineralogist, educator, and founder of the
University of Santiago, in Chile. Domeyko
spent most of his life, and died, in his
adopted country, Chile.

Early life
Ignacy Domeyko was born on July 13th 1802 in Niedźwiadka Wielka.
Ignacy came from a noble family and he was a Polish geologist, mining engineer and explorer of South America. He studied on the faculty of Physics and Math at the university in Wilno in 1816–1822.
During his studies, he began to participate in secret political activity
and in 1819 he was admitted to the Philomath Society (Towarzystwo
Filomatów). When the group started its activity, their main goal was
self-education and developing their own personality. Later, the
philomaths began to raise political and patriotic matters. When
Domeyko finished his studies, an investigation about the society
had started. In 1831 he took part in the November Uprising. It was
a Polish national uprising against Russia, which started at night on
the 29th November in 1830. It ended with Russia’s victory on Octo-
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ber 21st 1831. After the unsuccessful campaign, the troops crossed
the borders of East Prussia and from that moment Domeyko’s life
as an exile began.
Chile
Chile declared independence in 1818. The state had a need for specialists in the area of mineralogy and mining. Initially, Domeyko
signed a six-year contract. He did not want to stay in South America
for longer, expecting an uprising or war that could bring Poland independence. He boarded a ship in London bound for South America
and then rode over the Andes on horseback. After a four months’
journey, he arrived in Coquimbo on June 3, 1838. He started working
in the newly created mining school. He quickly gained recognition
as a teacher and initiator of changes in education. Domeyko also
visited distant mines, often located in the high ranges of the Andes.
During his expeditions, he discovered new deposits of minerals and
precious metals, and in his chemical laboratory he studied the composition of the mined ores.
After completing his mining studies, Domeyko received a letter offering him a position of a lecturer teaching chemistry and mineralogy in northern Chile. His duties consisted of lecturing about
physics, chemistry and mineralogy. He also performed chemical
analyses of minerals. Domeyko gained recognition from the authorities and was appointed as a mining judge. While in Coquimbo, he
sent his best students to study in Paris. When the students returned, he intended to travel to France to return to Poland comfortably. In 1846 Domeyko left Coquimbo but postponed his departure
from Chile because he wanted to see the eruption of Antuco volcano. A few years later he almost died because of his passion for
volcanoes. In 1846 he was transferred to Santiago and became
a professor of chemistry. He was very active: he reformed universi-
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ties, wrote textbooks on mineralogy, improved methods of extracting raw materials in mines, conducted meteorological observations,
studied volcanoes, meteorites, and fossils. Domeyko also spread
the knowledge of geological wealth of Chile by writing to European
magazines and donating mineralogical collections to Polish institutions. One of the minerals discovered by the scientist was named
in his honour as domeykit. In 1848 the Chilean parliament granted
him Chilean citizenship.
Memorials
He worked in Chile for 46 years and started a family in Santiago. In
one of his letters he wrote "distance is nothing; if I cannot be in
Poland, it is all the same to be in Paris or Chile". He died in 1889 in
the Chilean capital. In the same year one of the mountain ranges in
the Andes was named the Domeyko Mountains. Domeyko’s work
was of great importance for Chile. Thanks to his numerous mineralogical and geological studies, the mining industry developed.
Domeyko all his life remembered about Europe and his first homeland.
Julia Ptak, Weronika Wiśniowska, Karol Hejzyk
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“I’ve never seen a moon in the sky that, if it didn’t take my breath
away, at least misplaced it for a moment.”

Colin Farrell
Ireland → USA

Colin Farrell is an Irish born actor who is
currently living in Los Angeles. He was born
in the year 1976, making him 45 years of
age.He has starred in many popular movies
and series including the comedy
In Bruges.

Where did Colin Farrell Emigrate to?
Colin Farrell emigrated in search of work and fame. He emigrated
to America after he finished college to take part in more movies,
shows and commercials. From what I know, Colin left Ireland in the
late 90s to early 2000s.
The Life of Colin Farrell
Colin Farrell was born in the suburbs of Dublin called Castleknock
on the 31st of March 1976. This makes him 45 years of age.
Colin had one older brother (Eamon jr) and two younger sisters
(Claudine and Catherine). Colin began school in St Brigid’s National
school followed by the all-boys private school Castleknock college.
Once he finished his second level education, he attended Gormaston college in County Meath.
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Current Life
At this moment in time, Colin Farrell is living in Los Angeles for most
of his time. Currently, Colin is starring in a film which is partially set
on Achill Island (where I am from!). The film is called The Banshees of
Inisherin.
Colin will tend to visit his hometown of Castleknock whenever he
is in England but at the moment due to restrictions, he is unable to
travel back and forth.
Colin’s Life Wasn’t Always Bliss
Colins’ life hasn’t necessarily been all bliss and success. In the past
Colin suffered with a drug addiction, stalkers and court cases.Colin
fought against drug addiction since 2005 when he supposedly
began rehabilitation. In 2006, Colin had problems with a stalker who
reportedly showed up to his front door and interrupted a taping of
The Tonight Show in efforts to speak with him.
What Awards Has Colin Farrell Won?
In total, Colin has won 8 awards and has been nominated for many
more.
2000 – Boston Society of Film Critics (best actor)
2002 – Shanghai International Film Festival (best actor)
2003 – London Film Critics’ Circle (British or Irish Newcomer of the
Year)
2009 – Golden Globe Awards (Best Performance by an Actor
in a Motion Picture – Comedy or Musical)
2010 – Irish Film & Television Academy (best actor), San Diego Film
Critics Society (best actor)
2012 – Boston Society of Film Critics (best cast)
2017 – Goldene Kamera (best international actor)
Jamie McGinty
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“A human must always dream beyond their abilities.”

Miloš Forman
Czechoslovakia → USA

Director of the movie One Flew Over the
Cuckoo’s Nest, Hair or Amadeus and
a lifelong friend of Václav Havel lost his
parents as a child and moved to the USA.

Early life at home
Miloš Forman was a famous Czech actor, screenwriter and, most of
all, film director. He was born on 18th February 1932 and died on
13th April 2018. He grew up in the Central Bohemian region in
Čáslav. His parents were Anna Formanová and Rudolf Forman, but
after the war he found out that his biological father was Otto Kohn.
He moved with his mother and brother to Staré Splavy, so he had
to change schools and attend a German school, but he didn’t speak
German very well and he was being bullied because of it. His
mother decided to take him back to his old school in Čáslav.
Really early, when he was eight years old, his parents were arrested
by the Nazis and since then he had not seen his dad, and once he
was allowed to see his mother but just for a few minutes. Later they
both died in concentration camps.
When the war ended, Miloš Forman attended a new boarding
school for orphans that was opened in Poděbrady. “I was surprised
how many students from school for orphans have a mom and dad,”
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said Miloš Forman. The same boarding school was attended by Václav Havel, the famous dissident and the first Czechoslovak democratic president after the Velvet Revolution. Even though Havel was
four years younger, he became a lifelong friend with Forman.
Career/emigration
In 1955, before Miloš graduated, he cooperated with the renowned
pre-war director Martin Frič on writing a movie named Leave It to Me
(Nechte to na mně). In 1963 he directed his debut The Audition
(Konkurs) which was composed of two stories, the first was named
The Audition and the second If There Was No Music (Kdyby ty muziky
nebyly). Also in 1963 he wrote and directed a movie named Black Peter
(Černý Petr), which won a Golden Leopard at the International Movie
Festival in Locarno.
He directed Loves of a Blond (Lásky jedné plavovlásky) in 1965 which
was nominated for Academy Award for Best Foreign Language Film,
and The Firemen’s Ball (Hoří, má panenko) in 1967.
Also in 1967 he received permission to travel to USA in order to
shoot a movie Taking Off.
1968
When Miloš wanted to come back to Czechoslovakia in 1968 there
was the invasion and occupation of Czechoslovakia by the Warsaw
Pact armies. The Warsaw Pact was a military alliance of eight European states – Albania, Bulgaria, Czechoslovakia, East Germany,
Hungary, Poland, Romania and the Soviet Union, but Albania and
Romania refused to take part in this kind of “liberation”.
So he decided to travel back to America and stay there, but when
he tried to have his permission officialy extended his employer canceled the contract with him.
“When I started shooting the movie in the US, it never occurred to
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me that I would stay there for the of rest my life. I was naive and
thought I would create a masterpiece and at home they would welcome me with glory. But that didn’t happen, and then when I very
formally asked the institute Filmexport for the extension of permission, they terminated the contract with me. I had no choice and
I stayed there. I had no money, but fortunately I got an offer to shoot
two advertisements. That was the breaking point,” said Miloš Forman.
In 1975 came out one of the most famous movies he directed, One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest. It won the Academy Award of Merit,
Oscar for Best Actress in a Leading Role, Oscar for Best Actor in
a Leading Role, Oscar for Best Screenplay and five more nominations. Forman himself won an Academy Award for Achievement in
Directing. One Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest is about a criminal serving time for several assaults and rape who wants to avoid sentence
and pretends being mentally ill, so he gets to a psychiatric hospital.
He wrote and directed a lot of other famous movies like Hair in 1979,
Amadeus in 1984 and more.
Martina Zbořilová (his third wife) announced that Miloš died on 13th
April 2018 in a hospital after a short disease. He was buried in Warren.

“Never was so much owed by so many to so few.” W. Churchill

Josef František
Protectorate Bohemia and Moravia → Poland → France → Great Britain
Do you know the Battle of Britain? It was
the first battle of the Second World War in
which Hitler was defeated. The British were
able to win because of their legendary
planes (like Supermarine Spitfire or Hawker
Hurricane) but most importantly because
of brave pilots fighting in the battle. One of
them was Josef František.
In Britain there were more planes than pilots. Josef František emigrated from his home country occupied by Nazis and fought for
Britain. He was the best Czech pilot in the RAF (Royal Air Force).
Once he managed to shoot down eighteen planes in one month.
He was born in Otaslavice on 7th October 1913. Because he liked
planes from a very young age, he enlisted in the Czechoslovak Air
Force. In 1939, the German Reich began to occupy Bohemia and
Moravia. Josef František emigrated to Poland.

Julie Pralovszká
Poland
In Poland he was hired to Polish Airforce. Soon after the Nazis
bombed the base where he served. The Polish base had really bad
planes (but Czech planes were even worse), they couldn’t defend
themselves. It was a massacre: bombs were falling everywhere but
our hero survived. Moreover, a few weeks after that he bombed
a Nazi barn with hand grenades. After the German attack on Poland
Josef had to withdraw to Romania and then he travelled to France.
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France
Here he officially did not fight with the Nazis but you never know
because some of his mates say he shot down eleven Messerschmitts. Messerschmitt was a Nazi fighter plane.
Britain
Before the Nazis occupied France, Josef withdrew for the last time,
to Britain. Here, he got to the Polish No. 303 Squadron and got the
Hawker Hurricane plane which was better than planes that he had
had before but harder to control. However, It didn’t take him long to
learn how to fly it. He had a very smart tactic to shoot down Messerschmitts, his Polish squadron mates called it the method Franciszek,
the English lone wolf. It was based on waiting for the Nazi planes returning from an air raid and then attacking them. But it wasn’t according to the rules because he had to wait for those planes alone,
which meant he didn’t fly with the squadron.
Death
He died before the war ended, on 8th October 1940. His death wasn’t caused by shooting but by bad flying. There are two theories
about his death. The first one says he tried to show off to his girlfriend and failed whilst doing acrobatics and the second one says
he was tired and crashed.
Legacy
after the war, he was promoted to sublieutenant and after the fall
of communism in Czechoslovakia he was promoted to the first lieutenant. In 2015 he was decorated with Order of White Lion (the highest Czech order).
Matyáš Habart
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“Mankind at its most desperate is often at its best.”

Bob Geldof
Ireland → Canada

Bob Geldof is an Irish singer, songwriter
and political activist. He was born on the
5th of October 1951. He is the lead singer of
the late 70s band, Boomtown Rats.

Early Life
Bob Geldof was born in Dún Laoghaire, Ireland to Robert and Evelyn
Geldof. At the age of 6, his mother died at the age of 41 of a cerebral
hemorrhage. He attended Blackrock College, where he was bullied
for being a bad rugby player and for his middle name Zenon
He later emigrated to Canada
Musical Career
In 1975, he returned to Ireland and became lead singer in the band
Boomtown Rats.They are a rock band closely linked with the punk
movement. In 1978, the band had their first No.1 single in the UK
called Rat Trap. In 1979, they gained worldwide attention for their
second UK No.1 single, I Don’t Like Mondays. In January 2013, Geldof
announced The Boomtown Rats would be reforming to play together for the first time since 1986
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After Boomtown Rats
Geldof left the Boomtown Rats in 1986 to launch a solo career and
publish his autobiography, Is That It?, which was a UK best-seller.
In 2002, he was listed as one of the 100 Greatest Britons in a poll
conducted among the general public, despite not being British.
Charity work
As Geldof began to learn more about the situation, he discovered
that one of the main reasons why African nations were in such dire
peril was the obligation to make repayments on loans that their
countries had taken from Western banks. For every pound donated
in aid, ten times as much would have to leave the country in loan
repayments. It became obvious that one song was not enough.
On 13 July 1985, Geldof and Ure organized Live Aid, a huge event
staged simultaneously at Wembley Stadium in London and John F.
Kennedy Stadium in Philadelphia.
Of all the times it has been hosted, overall, the event has raised over
£150 million for charity.
Eugene Lavelle / Luke Moran
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“Those I fight, I do not hate. Those that I guard, I do not love.”

Robert Gregory
Ireland → England

Robert Gregory, son of lady Gregory of
Coole Park was a soldier in the British
Royal flying Corps in World War I. He
fought against the famous Red Baron of
Germany.

Robert participated in cricket with his local club, and he was quite
a boxer. He was even good enough to play Irelands cricket team in
1912.
When World War I broke out the British army were recruiting many
soldiers and one of them happened to be Robert. At the time of his
recruitment Robert was 32 and had 3 children. He briefly became
a member of the 4th Connaught Rangers, but quickly transferred in
1916 to the Royal Flying Corps. His colleagues Mick Mannock and
George McElroy, with many more victories, became much better
known, but he was the first of the Irish pilots to achieve ace status
in 40 Squadron RFC.
In 1916 Robert had of course joined the RFC but at this time the 1916
Easter Rising was on going, leaving Robert lost. In a poem written
about Gregory by W. B. Yeats he expresses the emotions Robert
was feeling while he had to choose between the RFC and fighting
for the Irish.
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Early Life
Robert Gregory was born in County Galway, Ireland on the 21st of
May 1881. His childhood was spent between his parents’ houses in
Galway and London. He studied at Harrow, Oxford University and
Slade School of Art. His mother was Lady Gregory, an associate of
William Butler Yeats, a famed Irish poet as well as a winner of The
Nobel Prize for Literature. His father was William Henry Gregory,
a politician and writer. He was an only child in a wealthy family.
Interests in His Life
He excelled at bowling, boxing, horse riding and cricket. He was
good enough at cricket to play once for the Ireland cricket team,
taking 8/80 with his leg spin bowling in a first-class match against
Scotland in 1912. He did not score a run. His bowling performance
in that match remains the tenth best in all matches for Ireland and
the fourth best in first-class cricket for Ireland. His bowling average
of 10.22 is the second best for Ireland in first-class cricket. An accomplished artist, he studied in London at the Slade School of Fine
Art, eventually marrying another Slade student, Margaret Parry; his
best-man was Augustus John, who had assisted him in developing
his style. He worked in Paris at the design studio of Jacques Émile
Blanche and had his own exhibition of paintings in Chelsea in 1914.
He was also an illustrator for books and stage.

This poem is an elegy,
or a devotional piece of writing towards Robert Gregory.
In Memory of Major Robert Gregory
by William Butler Yeats
I
Now that we’re almost settled in our house
I’ll name the friends that cannot sup with us
Beside a fire of turf in th’ ancient tower,
And having talked to some late hour
Climb up the narrow winding stair to bed:
Discoverers of forgotten truth
Or mere companions of my youth,
All, all are in my thoughts to-night being dead.
II
Always we’d have the new friend meet the old
And we are hurt if either friend seem cold,
And there is salt to lengthen out the smart
In the affections of our heart,
And quatrels are blown up upon that head;
But not a friend that I would bring
This night can set us quarrelling,
For all that come into my mind are dead.

Diarmuid Price / Diarmuid Cooney
III
Lionel Johnson comes the first to mind,
That loved his learning better than mankind.
Though courteous to the worst; much falling he
Brooded upon sanctity
Till all his Greek and Latin learning seemed
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A long blast upon the horn that brought
A little nearer to his thought
A measureless consummation that he dreamed.

“Only the best is enough for me…”

Calouste Gulbenkian
Ottoman Empire → France → Portugal

IV
And that enquiring man John Synge comes next,
That dying chose the living world for text
And never could have rested in the tomb
But that, long travelling, he had come
Towards nightfall upon certain set apart
In a most desolate stony place,
Towards nightfall upon a race
passionate and simple like his heart.
V
And then I think of old George Pollexfen,
In muscular youth well known to Mayo men
For horsemanship at meets or at racecourses,
That could have shown how pure-bred horses
And solid men, for all their passion, live
But as the outrageous stars incline
By opposition, square and trine;
Having grown sluggish and contemplative.
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Calouste Gulbenkian never held Portuguese
nationality, but he left an important cultural legacy. Although he never had the status of exiled, his journey to Portugal, where
he died, follows the path of many Europeans who, during the Second World War
sought a safe haven in Portugal or just an
open door that would take them to the
other side of the Atlantic towards the freedom that America, far from the war-torn
Europe, promised.
Born with a silver spoon in his mouth
Calouste Gulbenkian never actually benefited from his Portuguese
nationality, nevertheless, he perpetually kept a strict relationship
with Portugal. Due to his strong bond and legacy with Portuguese
culture, we have decided to include his biography in the Exilopedia.
Even though Gulbenkian was never really entitled exiled, his path
to Portugal, the country where he would later on die, was indeed
similar to the many Europeans who travelled to Portugal in pursuit
of peace and stability during the Second World War, far from the
eastern European countries.
Born on march 23rd 1869, in the ancient Ottoman Empire, nowadays
known as Turkey, Calouste Sarkis Gulbenkian was raised in the
midst of an influential business family, whose field spread all the
way from the Middle East, to Europe, not forgetting New York. The
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family’s fortune developed from their investments, such as, exportation companies, petroleum exploitation, new technology and bank
businesses. The family’s prosperity provided Gulbenkian the opportunity of engaging in charity activities towards the ottoman nation,
by building hospitals, schools and providing help to artists and intellectuals, as well as creating refugee shelters meant to accommodate the 1915’s Armenian genocide victims. Until he was 18 years
old, Calouste Gulbenkian studied at various international schools,
notably in London and Marseille, which highly motivated him to
keep travelling throughout his life, trips that took him from the Middle East to the West.
Later on, in 1892, in London, Gulbenkian married Nevarte Essayan.
The couple had a son, Nubar Sarkis (1896–1972), and a daughter,
Rita Sivarte (1900–1977). Persuaded by his father to join the family’s
business, Calouste moved to the Baku region, at the time, still part
of the Russian Empire, where he joined studies which considered
the pros and cons of petroleum exploitation in the Middle East. Astonished by the potentiality of the product, he was one of the first
individuals to acknowledge its value and to encourage the start of
the industry in the Persian Gulf region. In 1902, Gulbenkian acquired
his British nationality and bought his dream house in Hyde Park Gardens, but it was during 1920 and 1940, in France, where he later on
established his official residency. It was, in fact, in this same house,
in Paris, where he kept his numerous art collection, a reflection of
his visionary, businessman mindset, someone with great business
power able to incorporate his many interests into his work field.
These many qualities gathered him political authority.
Art collector
In 1928, right after the Second World War and the subsequent term
of the Ottoman Empire, Gulbenkian took part in the Turkish Petroleum
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Company rupture founded by him in 1912 renamed Iraq Petroleum
CO, Lda, through which the companies – BP, Shell Group, French
Petroleum Company and Standard Oil/Mobil Oil – received 23,75%
capital, leaving Calouste the remaining 5%. It was during this operation that he obtained the nickname, the 5% man.
Merging his political and economical power with his art knowledge,
Gulbenkian collected many art pieces which he would acquire from
famous museums, such as the Hermitage exhibition, auctions or
through antique shops, always being highly cautious about the
pieces’ authenticity and quality. From a young age, Calouste perpetually had an appreciation for cultural trips, in situations where
he could admire different art pieces from different artists from all
over the globe. Little by little, his collection became stocked with
ancient coins, famous paintings, ancient sculptures and all sorts of
valuable antiques, so many that it became a hassle to store them.
Consequently, he decided to buy an apartment building which he
transformed into a little palace, a palace where he would later on
live and would be the headquarters of the Persian diplomatic mission, in which Gulbenkian took the economical counsellor role. With
World War II and the occupation of Paris by the III Reich, this residence shifted into a major aim from the Germans.
Meanwhile, during the beginning of World War II, the French government, led by general Pétain, moved its headquarters to Vichy.
Although Gulbenkian was against the idea, he accompanied the Iran
ambassador to Vichy. The end of the diplomatic representation of
Iran in Vichy, left Calouste Gulbenkian living in a militarily occupied
country, which led the British to confiscate his Iraq Petroleum Company stocks. Calouste viewed this as an insult and tried to legally
sue the British government, and ended up winning the lawsuit.
However, the business relationships would never be the same. Simultaneously, in Vichy, Gulbenkian met Caeiro da Mata, the Por-
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tuguese ambassador, who invited him to visit Portugal for two
weeks. Despite not knowing the country, he was quickly persuaded
by his fellow Portuguese friends to travel to Portugal, a neutral
peaceful country, with sun and serenity, qualities he long awaited
for.
Arrival in Portugal
Therefore, in April 1942, Gulbenkian, who at the time was 73 years
old, accompanied by his wife, Nevarte, his secretary, his Russian
masseuse and his oriental cuisine chef, emigrated to Portugal. As
a matter of fact, Lisbon, an exclusively heart-warming and welcoming city on the Atlantic, arose as a safe opportunity for those who
ran from the nazi persecution. It’s in this cosmopolitan city that
Calouste Gulbenkian finally lived his modest and peaceful life, residing at the Aviz Hotel. It is exactly in this hotel, which he reconstructed as his personal residence, occupying 5 out of the 33 hotel
suites, where Gulbenkian lived the last 13 years of his life, passing
away in Lisbon, in 1955.
Right after his arrival in Lisbon, in December 1942, after refusing the
government’s request of unoccupying one of the suites, Calouste
and his father in law got arrested and taken to the police station,
where his diplomatic passport immediately was seized. After this
incident, Gulbenkian took on an austere, frugal lifestyle, truly appreciating the hospitality and warmth of the country, leaving his
idea of travelling to the United States of America behind. Officially
living in Lisbon, this is where he chose to bequeath all his fortune,
despite the exquisite offers from America.
While his life was coming to an end, Calouste grew worried about
the fate of his money, a matter he discussed many times with his
lawyer Lorde Radcliffe of Wermeth. Gulbenkian started leaning towards the idea of investing his money into creating an international
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Foundation, in service of all humanity. In 1950, Calouste Gulbenkian
started writing his will, deciding to leave most of his possessions
to the Foundation that would later on be administered by his family.
His wife’s death, in 1952, and other disagreements with his son,
made Gulbenkian re-write his will, searching for the help of a lawyer,
later on finding the Portuguese lawyer José Azeredo Perdigão.
The Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation was established in Portugal in
1956, managed by Azeredo Perdigão, at the request of the Portuguese governor. Before extending its international activities, Azeredo was careful to gather all of Gulbenkian’s collections, which
were distributed between Paris, London and Washington, and bring
them to Portugal.
And that is how Gulbenkian’s art pieces are nowadays exhibited in
a museum in the Portuguese capital city, Lisbon. The Foundation’s
actions are immersed in the scientific field, editorial issues and the
marketing of cultural events aimed at the democratisation of education and culture, as well as charity events, promoting equality and
social inclusivity, not only in Portugal, but worldwide.
Laura Carvalho
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“Life is like a book, just because one chapter closes, doesn’t mean
the book is over. So, live life and don’t skip to the end.”

Niall Horan
Ireland → England

Niall James Horan born 13 September 1993,
is an Irish singer and songwriter. He rose to
prominence as a member of the EnglishIrish boy band One Direction, formed in
2010 on the British singing competition The
X Factor.

Niall and One Direction
The group released five albums and went on to become one of the
best-selling boy bands of all time. Following the band’s hiatus in
2016, Horan signed a recording deal as a solo artist with Capitol
Records.
Songs
Horan’s debut solo album, Flicker (2017), debuted at number one in
Ireland and the US, and reached the top three in Australia and the
UK. The album’s first two singles, This Town and Slow Hands, reached
the top twenty in several countries. Horan’s second studio album,
Heartbreak Weather, was released in March 2020 and debuted at number four in the US and number one in the UK, Ireland, and Mexico.
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Home Life
Horan was born in Mullingar, County Westmeath, Ireland. He has an
older brother, Greg. His parents, Bobby Horan and Maura Gallagher,
divorced when he was five years old, so he and his brother, Greg,
lived with their mother for a year. After spending a year apart from
their father, they later decided to move in with him. He had asthma
as a child. He attended St. Kenny’s National School, a primary
school, and Saint Mary’s College (Irish: Coláiste Mhuire), a Catholic
boy’s school, which are both located in Mullingar.
X Factor
Horan tried to play the guitar that his brother bought for his marriage, but was not able to play it. Horan, then aged 11, taught himself
how to play the guitar by following YouTube tutorials. His aunt discovered his talent one day when she was in the car with Horan as
he started singing. She originally thought the radio was on. As
a teenager, he performed at the Mullingar Arts Centre during a fundraiser for the local football team, the Shamrocks. He was also bagging a support slot with former X Factor contestant Lloyd Daniels
at the Academy club in Dublin.
In 2010, at sixteen years old, Horan auditioned for the seventh series
of The X Factor in Dublin. He sang So Sick and received mixed comments from the judges. Louis Walsh was in his favor, but Cheryl Cole
and guest judge Katy Perry felt that he needed some time to grow.
Simon Cowell voted to let him through, Cole said no, Walsh said
yes, and Perry decided to vote yes. Horan was then put through to
bootcamp.
Ella McGinty / Aine Curtis
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“Time is the best censorship, patience is the greatest teacher.”

Fryderyk Chopin
Poland → France

Fryderyk Chopin was a Polish composer
and virtuoso pianist of the Romantic period
who wrote primarily for solo piano. He
maintained worldwide renown as a leading
musician of his era, often called the poet of
the piano.

Early life
Fryderyk Franciszek Chopin was born on 22nd February or 1st March
1810 in Żelazowa Wola, he was a famous Polish composer and pianist, and is still considered one of the most important Romantic
composers in the world. Shortly afterwards, the Chopin family
moved to Warsaw.
When Fryderyk was 4 years old, his mother Justyna began to teach
him piano playing, and when he was 5 years old, he was taught to
play by Wojciech Żywny, a Polish composer and pianist of Czech
origin. Fryderyk learned very quickly. Żywny tried to familiarise him
with Baroque and classical music. Chopin was incredibly talented
already as a child. The young composer’s first printed work appeared in 1817. His first performance, when he was only 8 years old,
was at a charity concert held at Radziwiłł Palace on 24th February
1818.
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Paris
The November Uprising broke out on 29th November 1830 but
Chopin had left his homeland shortly before. During his travels
abroad, he received the news of the outbreak of the November Uprising, which completely shocked him and others from his generation, and after the fall of the uprising he composed the etude
Revolutionary. While staying abroad Chopin was tormented by the
feeling of longing for Poland, about which he wrote in letters to his
friends. In 1831 Fryderyk moved to Paris, where many other famous
polish people lived, for example, Adam Mickiewicz and Juliusz
Słowacki.
On February 22nd 1832, he played the first of 19 concerts, in Paris
he also gave piano lessons to the aristocracy, he composed a lot,
and many of his works referred to Polish folk music. He was considered by many to be a virtuoso. He mainly composed mazurkas,
nocturnes, waltzes and polonaises. Many Poles loved his music because they found Poland in it. He was called the successor of
Mozart and the poet of the piano. While Chopin became famous for
playing concerts where there were a lot of people, in fact, he preferred to play for friends and family.
From the middle-class part of Paris he moved to the fashionable district of Chaussée d’Antin, his friends called his new apartment
Olympus because of the divine music coming out of there. For financial reasons he began to give more piano lessons, and among
those willing to take them there were Princess de Noailles, Baroness
Rothchild and the Countess of Perruzi. In 1835 he abandoned his
career as a virtuoso in favour of composing.
He was closely associated with Polish emigration. After the fall of
the November Uprising, Great Emigration followed – representatives of the nobility, insurgent soldiers, members of the National
Government, writers, politicians, artists and other representatives
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of the intelligentsia emigrated from Poland. The emigrants mainly
headed for Paris. Chopin began to maintain close contacts with, for
example, Kamil Cyprian Norwid and Adam Mickiewicz. He was
friends with Julian Fontanna, who was also a great pianist and composer. In 1836 he got engaged to Maria Wodzińska. Her family broke
up the engagement, because Wodzińska’s relatives believed that
Chopin was too sickly to be a good candidate for a husband. Fryderyk fell seriously ill with tuberculosis (however, recently there has
appeared an opinion that he did not suffer from tuberculosis, but
from a genetic disease with symptoms similar to tuberculosis – cystic fibrosis).
In 1837 he met George Sand. George was a daughter of a Napoleonic
officer, by profession she was a writer and wrote such works as
Valentine and Lelia. Her works were of feminist character. George
was known for her eccentric behaviour, she smoked cigars and
dressed like a man. Fryderyk went with her to Majorca to Valldemossa, Spain. They soon returned to France, where Chopin played
at the funeral of Adolf Nourrit in Marseille, and although the organ
he played was out of tune, he charmed the audience. In 1839 he
moved to Nohant, where his health deteriorated drastically, but
George was able to improve his well-being. In 1839 he and Sand
broke up.
The composer’s deteriorating health and the break-up of the relationship left a deep mark, and according to many, the most beautiful
of his nocturnes and mazurkas were created at that time. After his
breakup with George, he became deeply depressed, which only
worsened his health. He left Nohant and never again did he compose any significant piece.
When the revolution in Paris broke out in February 1848, as a result
of which the monarchy was overthrown and the Second French Republic was established, Fryderyk went on a concert tour to England
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and Scotland. His stay in England and Scotland was organized and
sponsored by Jane Stirling. Jane was Chopin’s student from Scotland, she became famous for her unhappy love for him, she tried to
spend as much time with him as possible and did anything to help
him, e.g. she supported artist’s family. On November 16, 1848
Chopin’s last public concert took place in London.
Last years of his life, achievements
After returning to Paris due to his deteriorating health, Fryderyk was
giving fewer and fewer lessons. He spent the first half of 1849 in his
apartment, but when spring began, he started going for rides with
his friend Ferdinand Delacroix. The doctors who looked after Chopin
insisted that he leave Paris for the summer. They feared that the
heat and dust would make it difficult for him to breathe, at the time
there was a cholera epidemic in the city, which was another reason
why the move would be a good idea.
Friends found an apartment for the artist in Chaillot, where he settled in June. Chopin’s condition was so serious that a carer was
hired to watch over him constantly. At the end of June, his legs
began to swell and he had some serious bleedings. Seeing what
medications the doctor prescribed for him, the artist realized that
he was dying. This resulted in efforts to enable his sister Ludwika
to come.
Chopin died in the company of people close to him at 2 a.m. on October 17, 1849, on the death certificate tuberculosis was pointed as
the cause.
In total, throughout his life he composed: 57 mazurkas, 16 polonaises, 19 nocturnes, 4 ballades, 4 scherzos, 3 sonatas, 26 preludes,
27 etudes, 4 impromptus, 2 piano concertos, 4 pieces for piano with
orchestra, 19 songs, 2 pieces for cello and piano, several rondas,
variations and marches for piano and single Fantasies, Borellos and
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lullabies. On his deathbed, he requested to open his body after his
death and send the heart taken out to Warsaw. His heart was transported to Poland in January 1850. It was entrusted to priests of the
parish church of the Chopin family.
Maciej Szczęch, Maria Czerniakowska, Kamila Tęcza

“The world would be boring if everyone liked the same things.”

Eva Jiřičná
Czechoslovakia → United Kingdom
She was the first Czech world-renowned female architect of the 20th century and
holder of the Order of the British Empire. In
the exile she experienced hard times but
she had good luck. She built magnificent
buildings in the USA, Spain, Italy, Great
Britain, the Czech Republic, China and also
in Dubai in the United Arab Emirates. Her
mom, grandmother and great-grandmother
had lived to be about 100 years old.
Eva Jiřičná was born on 3 March 1939 in Zlín, Czechoslovakia. When
she was nine, World War II. started. In the age of five, she moved
with her parents to Prague because Zlín was being bombed. Her
mother stayed at home with the children but she was well educated
and could speak five languages.
Originally she wanted to study chemistry but before graduation she
had an argument with her professor of chemistry and she switched
to architecture. She studied in the Czech Technical University
(ČVUT) in 1956–1962 and Academy of Fine Arts (AVU) in 1963–1967.
In 1967 she joined the Institute of Housing and Clothing Culture in
Prague. She was one of five women among 60 men.
In the summer of 1968 she went on an internship to London. But
the Czechoslovak authorities prevented her from returning home.
She joined the Louis de Soisson Studio, where she designed the
port in Brighton. Then she began working with the famous architect
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Richard Rogers. She became famous for the interiors of London and
New York fashion stores and boutiques. Her buildings are known
for the use of glass, metal and concrete, she is also renowned for
her glass staircase designs.
In 2009, for the first time, she expanded her portfolio of works to
include a jewelry collection. In collaboration with Belda Factory, she
designed a collection of seven majestic necklaces, which were presented at the Prague Fair Designblok.
Eva Jiřičná first married a classmate, but eventually their marriage
fell apart, as did the later marriage of the famous architect Jan
Kaplický. She had met him at a party. She cooperated with him for
10 years. They were very good friends and ended up living together
for 20 years. He died in 2009.
She returned to the Czech Republic only after twenty-two years.
She has two homes: in London and in Prague.
In London her name is pronounced Iva Džirikna. It’s not too easy to
live in a foreign country. You have to learn a new language. You have
to find new friends.
Some of her buildings
– Interiors of Andersen Consulting in the Dancing House, Prague (1997)
– Royal Garden and Orangery, Prague Castle (1999)
– An apartment in Voršilská Street, Prague (1999)
– Interior of an apartment in Divadelní street, Prague (1999)
– Canada Water Tube Station, London (1999)
– Reconstruction of St. Anne Church, Prague (2004)
– Hotel Josef, Prague (2004)
– Tomas Bata University in Zlín – University Center,
Faculty of Applied Sciences of Informatics, Faculty of Humanities
(2008)
Ema Sodomková
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“We need to find the love of the country in those, who haven’t
even realized that they have a country.”

Tadeusz Kościuszko
Poland → USA → France

Tadeusz Kościuszko was a military engineer
from Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth,
a statesman, and military leader who became a national hero in Poland and the
United States.

Origin and childhood
Tadeusz Kosciuszko came from an old noble family of the Grand
Duchy of Lithuania. He was born on February 4, 1746 in Mereczowszczyzna in the Polesie area. He started his education in the Piarists college in Lubieszów which he left after five years for financial
reasons. At the end of 1765 he went to the Knight’s School founded
by King Stanislaw August Poniatowski. After a year of studying, he
became an instructor at this school and then he achieved the rank
of captain.
Between 1768 and 1772 he was in France as a scholarship holder of
the Polish King. The young officer attended painting courses at an
engineering school and he developed his talent. When he was in
Paris his views were formed and he became a sympathizer of freedom movements.
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North America
In 1776 he went to North America, where there was a war for the
freedom of the British colonies. For him, emigration was a chance
for a military career. His journey lasted over two months and while
sailing, he encountered many dangers, for example, his ship sank.
On September 24, 1776, he arrived in Philadelphia, where he was
tasked with developing a fragment of the city’s fortifications. He
worked on this for the entire winter. In the spring of 1777 Kosciuszko
travelled north to the Canadian border with general Horatio Gates.
His contribution to the fortification, which helped the American victory at the Battle of Saratoga, made him famous. For his services,
he was given the opportunity to build the West Point fortress.
Kosciuszko was later transferred to the Southern Army. His merits
were appreciated and on October 13, 1783 he was promoted to the
rank of brigadier general of the American and was a member of the
elite Society of Cincinates, whose order was awarded to this defender of republican freedom.
Leaving for home
In 1784 Kosciuszko came back to Poland. He was interested in the
events in this country. The Great Sejm (Parliament of those times)
increased the size of the army to 100,000 soldiers and that gave
Kosciuszko a chance to start his military career in Poland. On October 12, 1789 he got the nomination signed by the King and he became the major general of the crown troops. Tadeusz was able to
put an end to his financial troubles thanks to his new position. In
Poland, preparations were underway for a possible intervention of
the military forces from Russia and Kosciuszko took active part in
them. In May 1792 after the reorganization of the troops he became
the commander of one of the divisions. Kosciuszko distinguished
himself in the battles of Zielenice and Dubienka during the war in
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1792 in defence of the Constitution of May 3. He was awarded the
Virtuti Militari medal. The Legislative Assembly in France decided to
grant him honorary citizenship.
Paris
In 1792, political emigration began, during which most political activists left for Saxony, where the migration center of the opponents
of the Targowica confederation was located. Kosciuszko also left
the country in October 1792. After two weeks in Leipzig, he went to
Paris. He tried to obtain French help for the uprising planned in
Poland, but did not receive clear commitments. The course of actions in Poland seemed to be close to the outlined concept of triggering an insurrection. Prussia with Russia on January 13, 1793.
signed an agreement on the second partitioning of Poland. In June
1793, Kosciuszko, after returning from Paris to Dresden, developed
a concept for the organization of a national uprising. The instructions for the uprising were sent to the country because appropriate
preparations were to be made there. However, a different action
plan was being prepared in Poland. General Tadeusz stated that the
preparations were poorly advanced and that the conditions for the
uprising were not very favourable, and that commencement of the
uprising was postponed indefinitely.
Kościuszko Uprising
The insurrection, i.e. the Kosciuszko Uprising, began on March 12,
1794, and ended on November 16, when the insurgent troops capitulated to the Russians. The announcement of the act of uprising by
Kosciuszko took place on March 24, 1794 in Krakow Old Town
square. This is the only uprising in Poland named after its leader,
which also contributed to creating the myth of the Chief – an exemplary democrat and people’s leader, leading to the battle peas-
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ants armed in scythes. Despite the defeat, Kosciuszko achieved a lot
as a leader – his military legacy was a reference point for the next
generations.

“When we cut off the bird′s wings it will stop flying. But it will
never forget it was flying.“

Karel Kryl
Final emigration
The hero of the fight for the independence of the USA and Poland
went through Sweden and England to the United States in 1796
after two years of being in Russian captivity. Everywhere he stayed
he was considered a hero, a leader who fought kings, a great soldier
who fought for freedom. Members of Congress, Indian chiefs and
Vice President Thomas Jefferson visited him. Kosciuszko made Jefferson the executor of his final will, dedicating part of the money to
the redemption of African slaves. In the years 1807–1814 he was involved in creating the Polish Legions which took part in the
Napoleonic wars. He spent his last years in Switzerland where he
died on October 15, 1817 in Solothurn. The coffin with his embalmed
body was brought to Poland in 1818 and it was solemnly placed in
the crypt of St. Leonard in Wawel.
Tadeusz Kosciuszko became an object of adoration and disputes on
ideological and political grounds. Tadeusz Kosciuszko is commemorated by the mound in Cracow, the highest peak of Australia –
Mount Kosciuszko, a bridge in New York, a city in the USA –
Kosciusko, monuments (in many places in the world) such as the
West Point Column and the Philadelphia Monument.
Karolina Kruk, Maja Marki, Kacper Potocki
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Czechoslovakia → Germany

He was a Czech poet and singer, protesting
against communism in his songs. His most
popular song was born over one night. In
exile he broadcasted in Radio Free Europe
and was helping his fans when they emigrated to Germany.

He was born in 1944 in Kroměříž but his parents left the town later
on because of the Soviet occupation and moved to Nový Jičín. He
had a two years older sister and three years younger brother.
His grandfather had founded a bookprinting company in Nový Jičín,
named Kryl a Scotti. It operated throughout the war but then it had
to be moved to Kroměříž and there the communists destroyed it.
Even as a six years old boy, Karel was sensitive enough to understand his father’s situation. The children in the neighborhood
avoided him due to this family affair so he didn’t like to talk about
his childhood ever since. He was a christian and appreciated christian values but he didn’t trust much the churches. He studied at the
secondary school of ceramics, as well as his elder sister.
He got his first guitar from his mother and started to compose
songs and make theatre. Gradually he gave up the ceramics. He said
his first song was I met my mother-in-law (Potkal jsem svou tchyni).
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Thawing
The late 50s and early 60s were a period of partial release and attempts to reform the socialist system in most of the eastern European countries. In Czechoslovakia it was called Prague Spring 1968
but in August the Soviet and other allied armies entered Czechoslovakia and the occupation started. That′s when Karel Kryl decided to
leave the country.
Up until the Soviet occupation he hadn′t been a famous singersongwriter but after that he became famous with his anti-communist songs, for example Bratříčku, zavírej vrátka (Lill’bro Shut the Gate)
which he wrote the very night that the armies arrived. The Soviets
hated it, the song was banned and Karel Kryl emigrated to West
Germany.
Exile
When leaving in 1969 he was just 24. In his lyrics it shows that he
was a sensitive and moody person. That’s for ot was hard for him
to start a new life in a strange country, without his family, friends,
and local language. He wrote home: “No worries, I won′t get lost in
the world. Bread is the same here, people good and bad as home,
I hope I won’t be missing you too much.“ He ended up knowing
German so well that he wrote several songs in it.
He had hard times after the divorce for his wife was his love of the
life. He worked in Munich in the Radio Free Europe where he also
recorded most of his songs at the end of 1960. He kept composing
songs and performed live for Czech emigrants and others. After the
second marriage with Marlen he got calmer.
Towards the end
In autumn 1989 Kryl participated in the famous singer-songwriters’
festival in Wroclaw. Thousands Czechs attended his concert, Czech
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language was to be heard everywhere in the town. Karel Kryl met
a live homeland public after more than 20 years and he played like
hell. Not only Czechs, also the Poles sang along. He was awarded
with a giant applaus.
In early 70′ his father died and the communist authorities allowed
him to attend his funeral, he got a one-day visa, the same in November 1989 when his mother died. But it was the time of Velvet Revolution and he stayed for a week. Although he came to his mother′s
funeral he said it was the most beautiful week in his life.
After the Velvet
His wife Marlen didn’t want to move to Czechoslovakia, he had
friends and work in Germany, enthusiastic audience in Czechoslovakia. So he kept the permanent residence in Germany and travelled
to his homeland. This double life enabled him to see the events from
a distance. He was angry about the negative feelings towards the
emigrants. “We left the country – but not willingly and with the aim
to come back and do our best for it. It′s outrageous. The exiles
fought for their land more than ninety percent of those who′d
stayed here.“ “It was always: They left us, they went elsewhere so
let them stay there and not talk to our affairs.“ Karel wanted people
to pay respect to unwritten rules but we’d lost it.
In the revolutionary days in Czechoslovakia he once sang the national anthem with Karel Gott and it hounted him for the rest of his
life. He felt ashamed. He didn′t like turncoats and in his eyes Gott
was one, happy in any regime.
After the revolution his audience was shrinking. In his songs he was
criticizing the current situation and people didn′t like to hear it.
He was a difficult person. An introvert but very nice, open minded
and extraordinarily intelligent. On the other hand, to the people who
didn′t respect his opinion he was rather curt.
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Legacy
Up to now there′s his quotation on the front of the Czech Radio
building in Ostrava: “A decent man will always be the easiest target.“
But most of all, his songs haven′t lost anything from their popularity
and they are heard around the bonfires in Czechia until these days.
Anna Beranová

“There’s nothing so bad that it couldn’t be worse.”

James Lynchehaun
Ireland → America

This is an essay about the infamous James
Lynchehaun born in Achill but emigrated to
England and later to America.

Unfortunately, the year of James Lynchehaun’s birth cannot be confirmed due to poor documentation. It is believed he was born in
1858, however that suggestion is based on the year he received his
pension and given his character it is entirely likely he would deceive
the law to get his pension two years or so before he should. He
grew up in Tonregee on his father’s farm. He was well known in the
area for getting into fights and for his short temper. However, despite his boisterous behaviour, he enjoyed school.
When James left school, he decided to become a teacher in Achill.
Eventually he was fired for his behaviour and had to leave for England. It was not, and still is not, uncommon for someone to leave
the island or even the country in search of work. In James’ case he
decided to become a tram car driver, but life was difficult for the
Irish in England during the late 1800s.
His first co-worker was an Orangeman which caused many disputes
between him and the Paddy. His next co-worker was a black man,
whom James also had a problem with. Soon enough James was
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fired for fighting with all his co-workers and he had to look elsewhere for work.
After being fired from this job, James decided he wanted to join the
police force in 1881, so he could receive free beer to turn a blind eye
to unlicensed pubs. He had to use a fake name as he was once
charged with assault back in Ireland but evaded arrest. He lied to
them but was not found out and was accepted. Ironically, he had
a warrant for his own arrest. He did not like being a policeman, but
he learned a lot about the law, and ways to get around it. He was
fired from this job when he was caught drinking on duty. He decided he would return home to his father in 1885, like the prodigal
son, having no other source of income.
Sometime after James moved home, he met Mrs. Agnes MacDonnell. When he did, he had several jobs such as fishmonger, rabbitcatcher and many more. It was hard for James to keep a job,
considering his character and the lack of jobs in rural Ireland. He always seemed to be in trouble. Somehow, he was hired by Mrs.
Agnes MacDonnell in December of 1888. He rented out two cottages, as he decided to be a grocer.
There was inevitably a falling out between the employer and the employee in March of 1890. Some say it was because James was catching rabbits when clearly instructed not to. The more likely reason is
that James was not content with his position and wanted more
money and a higher title.
When Agnes refused him, he was furious. Agnes was a stubborn
lady and started to dislike James and fired him. She even tried to
evict him but luckily for James, with his experience in the police, he
knew she would not be able.
On a dark October night, the incident occurred at the valley house.
James Lynchehaun brutally attacked Agnes McDonnel and burnt the
house to the ground. Agnes McDonnel suffered serious injuries but
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survived, losing her right eye and her nose, she went on to wear
a veil in public to hide it.
James Lynchehaun was arrested shortly after having been known
to be in dispute with Agnes McDonnel. The trial was held in Castlebar in 1895, James Lynchehaun was found guilty and sentenced to
life in prison.
In 1901 James Lynchehaun managed to escape Maryborough prison
while construction work was being finished. After his escape there
was many sightings reported across counties of Ireland. He eventually fled the country later that year.
James Lynchehaun fled first to Europe then to America, he had lived
in America for about a year before he was apprehended. He was
once more on trial in September 1903. He had sent a letter to his
wife asking her to join him, but she was followed by two RIC officers
who managed to trace their family and find out who they were.
The trial set in September 1903 was not to determine James
Lynchehaun’s innocence but his motives for having attacked Agnes.
He was lucky his motives were viewed as political and for all intents
he was a free man in America.
Lauren McNulty / Torlough Mulligan
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“This Lady broke the pattern for women.” (Saadiah Lungo)

Doña Gracia Nasi Mendes
Lisbon → Antwerp → Venice → Ferrara → Constantinople
A Portuguese intellectual and one of the
wealthiest Jewish women of Renaissance
Europe. Her dramatic life began in Portugal, where she was born into a Jewish family whose members had been forced to be
baptized into Catholicism. Increasingly,
women like Doña Gracia gained prominence these days, becoming known as
A Senhora. This one is honoured by the descendants of the converts she saved.
Lisbon
Gracia Nasi was born in Lisbon, in 1510, at a time when, in the
Iberian Peninsula, Jews were persecuted, stripped of their property
and forced to leave the Iberian territory. Her parents, Álvaro and Filipa de Luna, were from Spanish Jewish families from Aragon considered to be among the richest and most powerful families in
Renaissance Europe, who following the persecution of the Jews by
the Catholic kings in 1492, sought refuge in Portugal.
However, in 1496, the Portuguese king, D. Manuel I, also ordered
the conversion of all Jews to Catholicism and the violent, fast and
total destruction of the Jewish cult. Among the converts was Gracia’s family who continued to practise Judaism in secret, thus becoming crypto-Jews or New Christians. After being baptised
Catholic, Gracia Nasi took the official name of Beatriz de Luna. Gracia was educated in a family environment characterised by Christianity on the outside, but a Jew at heart.
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In 1528, at the age of eighteen and already an orphan of her father,
Beatriz married, through the Catholic Church, her uncle, Francisco
Mendes Benveniste, who was a rich spices merchant. However,
they ended up marrying through a secret Jewish wedding. The couple had a daughter in 1534, Ana Baptism, who later on took the
name Reyna. A few years later, in January 1538, Francisco died, leaving, in his will, his inheritance divided between his wife Beatriz and
his brother Diogo Mendes. Meanwhile, the Pope ordered the establishment of the Portuguese Inquisition, leaving the Nasi and Mendes
families at risk of being condemned and losing their fortune. In the
meantime, the Portuguese King intended to seize the Mendes’ fortune, trying to take Ana, Gracia’s daughter, to court to marry her to
an old christian man and, thus, lay his hands on her fortune.
Antwerp
Therefore, Beatriz decided to leave Portugal together with her
daughter and younger sister, Brianda de Luna, to go and meet Diogo
Mendes in Antwerp, a city considered the main European financial
centre at the time. The trip, with the aim of protecting the family’s
fortune, also allowed them to move to a safer place, where they
could live peacefully. In addition, the Mendes family began to develop an escape network to help Jews pursue an itinerary that went
from Lisbon, where the Inquisition had just started, to the Ottoman
Empire, where they could freely express their religion.
Family disputes, as well as the ban on New Christians from the
Iberian Peninsula from entering the Netherlands, led the Mendes
family to conclude that they could not remain for much longer.
With the death of Diogo in 1543, at the age of 33, Gracia became
the sole administrator of one of the greatest fortunes in Europe, taking over the direction of the company Os herdeiros de Francisco e Diogo
Gomes.
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Venice
After a long and difficult journey along the roads of Europe, the
Mendes family arrived in Venice, in 1545, where they maintained the
clandestine practice of Judaism. At the time, Gracia’s fortune provided her with protection.
The situation became worse and worse after 1548, when Venice
gave in to the Pope’s pressure and the Inquisition was installed in
the city, leading Gracia to initiate her plans to go to the Ottoman
Empire. However, the rivalry between the sisters Beatriz and Brianda
increased, leading Brianda, in revenge, to accuse her sister’s beliefs
to the Venetian Senate, revealing that she was Jewish and that she
intended to leave Venice with all her fortune. The accusation precipitated Gracia’s flight to Ferrara, where she was promptly welcomed by the Duke, who granted her protection and allowed her to
freely profess her faith again, finally being able to use her original
family name, Dona Gracia Nasi Mendes. Thus, Gracia was able to be
noticed in commercial affairs, becoming a great protector and organiser of the resettlement of Jews, in addition to contributing to
literacy and to their literary and graphic activity. She also started focusing on her old passion: book publishing, with the aim of preserving Judaism for a generation that had lost touch with its history,
culture and traditions. She was determined to pass on to future generations the necessary knowledge to enrich the soul.
Constantinople
However, due to tension between her and her sister, and the influence of counter-reform measures in Italy, Gracia was forced to leave
again, this time going to Constantinople (now Istanbul, Turkey)
around 1553.
At the time, Constantinople was an important Jewish centre, as
many Jews made it their home. Before 1492, only 1,000 Jews lived
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in the city and, by 1553, there were approximately 15,000. In Constantinople, Gracia was able to freely maintain her religious activities, as well as her family’s commercial and maritime activity. It was
also there that she further enhanced her reputation, being very supportive and helping exiled Jews. With the help of Sultan Suleiman
the Magnificent, Gracia rebuilt the abandoned cities of the Tiberias
area to make them available for the exiles to settle there. Her aim
was to make Tiberias an important new centre of settlement, commerce and learning of Judaism, with new synagogues and libraries.
Unfortunately, there is not much information about the last years of
Doña Gracia Nasi’s life. It is only known that Dona Gracia Nasi
Mendes died in Constantinople, in early 1569.
Recognition and honour
The death of Doña Gracia was recognised at the time, but it fell into
oblivion years later. Nevertheless, that changed from the 21st century onwards, when her history began to be studied and paid
homage to. For example, in New York, in June 2010, where a day
was dedicated to her in celebration of the 500 years of her birth. Israel’s political leaders also honoured her in October 2010. The Turkish government was not indifferent, sponsoring an evening of Doña
Gracia in New York and also an exhibition in Lisbon. The Coin and
Medal Corporation of the Government of Israel also honoured her by
producing a commemorative medal bearing her name. A museum
was created in Tiberias dedicated to her life and deeds, which is
still in operation. There were lectures, articles, festivals and many
other activities in her honour throughout Europe.
"This Lady broke the pattern for women," wrote the great poet of Salonica, Saadiah Lungo, in the 16th century.
Daniela Soledade, Rodrigo Caldeira, Rodrigo Rosendo
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“Every smart man looks up to successful people.”

Václav Nedomanský
Czechoslovakia → USA
On March 14th, 1944 Zdena Nedomanská
gave birth to Václav Nedomanský. From
very young age Václav really liked sports.
He played every sport there was. When he
was 5 years old, he went on his first hockey
training in him hometown club Slovan
Hodonín. Parents supported him in all
sports he played even though it definitely
wasn’t easy because it was the beginning of
communism in Czechoslovakia and playing
hockey isn’t the cheapest thing.
Some 13 years later Václav Nedomanský got an offer to be transferred to Slovan Bratislava and he accepted it. In this club he became a hockey superstar. By the way, he also played one football
match in Czechoslovakia highest football league. He was scoring
a lot, so, in 1965 they called him to the Czechoslovakia national
team.
In the same year he won his first World Ice Hockey Championship
medal, the silver.
Until 1974, Václav Nedomanský was awarded four times for being
the best striker of the Czechoslovak First League, and three times
as the most productive player of the League – he scored 369 goals
in 419 matches when he was playing for Slovan Bratislava, and 163
goals in 220 matches for national team, won 8 medals from world
championships (one of which gold, in Prague 1972), and lastly, he
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won a silver and a bronze medals in Winter Olympic Games in 1968
and 1972. That’s a lot, considering this was just his career in Czechoslovakia.
It′s worth mentioning that he had been already drafted by New York
Rangers in 1967, but communists just laughed in his face and said:
No, you aren′t going anywhere, you will stay here, in Czechoslovakia. In 1972 American and Canadian teams realized that it was possible to use players from Europe. When NHL and WHA teams were
sending offers to European players, Václav Nedomanský also received one from Canada in 1974, however, the communists did not
allow him to go there, just like seven years before, they wanted him
to serve conscription because he′d just graduated from the university. Václav of course didn’t want to enter the military service, and
he also wanted to play in NHL or WHA league. So in summer 1974
he decided to emigrate. First step of his emigration was faking that
he’s moving to Brno, then he arranged a private passport for him
and his family and then they faked a trip to Switzerland, where he
met Richard Farda and, most importantly, the scouts of WHA clubs
Toronto Toros and Buffalo Sabres.
Václav Nedomanský decided to sign a contract with Toronto Toros.
As emigration to the Western Bloc was not accepted by the communist regime, Nedomanský changed from a national hero to
a traitor overnight. The newspapers even alleged he was dead quite
a few times but his true fans never forgot him and they were telling
about their hero to their children.
But back to the story. Even though it sounds quite easy to emigrate
like this and that even signing the contract was a piece of cake, exile
is never easy. Even if the new home was utterly perfect, you still
have to deal with leaving your parents and all the big family, often
without knowing the language and with the fact that you can’t go
back (because communists would just catch you and put you in jail).
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Also achieving success is really difficult (in his case it was the ignorance of English, the pressure for the necessary succes, different
habits, ignorance of what is the exact level and quality of the icehockey) but necessary if you want to have a nice life.
Václav Nedomanský wasn’t an exception. He also had to deal with
all these things. But when he started playing hockey in WHA, his
nervousness went away. With the help of his friends he learned the
English language and all went well.
In the first season, he scored 41 goals and over 80 points in total,
and the other two seasons were in a similar style. So after these
three very nice seasons Detroit Red Wings decided to contract Václav Nedomanský, so in 34 years of age Nedomanský′s dream came
true became real, he finally played in NHL. He was the first player
ever to transfer from WHA to NHL. In NHL he played 6 seasons, 5 in
Detroit and the last one in Saint Louis Blues and New York Rangers,
where he ended his ice-hockey career. The Rangers had drafted him
already in 1967. He ended as a legend and the oldest player in the
field. The ratio of NHL starts in matches and goals scored is: 421
matches/122 goals. After this incredible career, he decided to try
coaching. He was coaching 3 seasons in the German club Schwenningen, but after those 3 seasons, players themselves expressed
distrust to him, so he went to the Austrian club EV Innsbruck, where
he coached one more season, before his last job, which was scouting for Los Angeles Kings.
A few years ago, he successfully overcame cancer, which was the
hardest fight of his life. In 2019 he was included into the Hockey
Hall of Fame in Toronto, as the second Czech player ever.

“Love? There is no word more hated – and there is no word more
beautiful in human language.”

Pola Negri
Poland → Germany → USA

A Polish film and theatre actress,
international star of silent cinema

Childhood
Pola Negri (Barbara Apolonia Chalupec) was probably born on either
22nd December 1896 or 3rd January 1897 in Lipno (a city in Poland).
Her father died when she was very young – he was sent to Siberia
in 1902 by Russia – a country that took part in the partitioning of
Poland. She and her mother were then stripped of their wealth and
were forced to live in the attic of a tenement building in Warsaw.
When Apolonia was young, she dreamed about pursuing a stage career so she started to practise her pronunciation, dancing and expressing emotions through body language in one of Warsaw’s ballet
schools. She had her debut in a 1908’s ballet performance called
Swan Lake, and later she was admired by everyone after performing
her solo part in a ballet called Coppelia.

Otakar Vyšínský
Drama school
After completing the first two courses of the theatre school in War-
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saw, with the help of the vice president of the Warsaw Government
Theatres – Kazimierz Hulewicz – in 1911 she got accepted to an acting school, and at the age of 16 she appeared in the famous play
Maiden Vows by Aleksander Fredro (a Polish poet and comedy writer)
in one of the most famous Warsaw theatres. The reviews were unfavourable: the lack of proper pronunciation and a hoarse voice did
not help to fulfil her dream of working on stage. But when Ryszard
Ordyński (a Polish screenwriter and director) was going to stage
the pantomime Sumurun in Warsaw, Hulewicz recommended Apolonia to him. At the age of seventeen, Pola Negri became Warsaw’s
favourite. This enabled her to perform in other well-known theatres
in Warsaw, where she quickly gained huge popularity. After the outbreak of World War I, the stages across the city were closed, so she
became interested in cinema. She started with a short film, the
script of which she wrote, directed and starred in herself. She then
sold it for about $50.
Film career
Before World War I, she fell ill with tuberculosis. She was treated in
Zakopane (a city in the south of Poland). After returning from the
clinic, Aleksander Hertz, the head of the first Polish film company
Sfinks, noticed her and offered her a role. She made her debut in
1914 in the film Slave of the Senses by Jan Pawłowski, based on
a screenplay by Hulewicz. It was about a dancer, a locksmith’s
daughter, who is murdered by a jealous lover. Negri performed two
dances in it.
In 1916 she signed a contract to shoot twelve films within the span
of two years, however a year later she decided to withdraw from it
by relocating to Berlin. When the case went to court, her lawyer
maintained that the contract was invalid and void based on the fact
that Negri was underage at the time of signing it. He lied, though.
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Soon after, she starred in a series of mischievous drama plays and
was hailed as the first Polish screen vamp. After the outbreak of
World War I and the occupation of Warsaw by the Nazis, Hertz’s
films found their way to the German market. After The Beast (1915;
another title: Kochanka apasza – The lover of a mischief) the local press
hailed Negri as Polish Asta Nielsen (a Danish film star, one of the most
famous actresses of silent films). With Hertz, she made eight films
that started her career as a star. At that time, in honour of her
favourite Italian poet – Ada Negri – she adopted the pseudonym Pola
Negri.
Germany
Negri was brought by Wili Forst to Berlin, Germany (the capital of
cinema at that time), where her first film – Mazurek was quite a success. The most fruitful was her collaboration with Ernst Lubitsch –
one of the few film directors who were able to lead her. Pola was
called acting dynamite comparable to Bette Davis (a very popular
American movie star). When uncontrolled, she dominated the stage.
Joseph Goebbels (a German politician and advisor to Adolf Hitler)
tried to deprive her of the opportunity to play by accusing her of
having a Jewish origin (it was not true – Negri was simply a rival of
the Czech actress Lida Baarova, with whom Goebbels was having
an affair at the time) but the matter was settled by Hitler, who was
a huge fan of Pola Negri, so she continued to play in the Reich.
In total, she appeared in 7 films. Together with Lubitsch, she did
what no one else could – she broke the American embargo (restriction of trade and other relations with a certain country and its boycott on the international stage) on German films in the USA after
World War I. There were three productions directed by Lubitsch with
Negri in the lead roles and each of them was a success.
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The USA
When she arrived in New York, crowds greeted her. When she first
sat at the opera booth, she received a huge ovation from the audience. Pola Negri was the first European movie star who decided to
pursue a career in the USA and who actually made it there. She
signed a contract with Paramount Pictures and quickly became one
of its main faces alongside Gloria Swanson and Rudolph Valentino,
with whom she was linked by something more than just working
together. They became the first off-screen celebrity couple to capture the mass imagination. However, Pola Negri’s life was not a success story because she somehow managed to lose as much money
as she earned. She also grieved the death of her beloved Valentino
in 1926. Cinema experts consider her a legend and call her an icon
of popular culture and one of the most famous actresses, singers
and models, even going as far as to call her mute Marilyn Monroe (but
older by several decades and one cinema era).
We can safely say that her career ended at the time of the creation
of the sound film. Pola Negri in general did not appear in non-silent
films because she allegedly had an unpleasant voice. However, the
main reason most likely was that she had a bad English accent, so
her American films with sound were not as successful as silent
ones. Nevertheless, the song Paradise she sang in the movie. A
woman commands reached the top charts at the time. Apolonia Negri
died on August 1, 1987 in San Antonio, Texas, in the United States
of America, where she lived. She was 90 years old. She passed away
being an icon of pop culture in the first decades of the 20th century,
a great Pole – an immigrant and an international silent film star.
Maria Pająk, Karolina Małek, Dominika Węglińska
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“My heritage has been my grounding, and it has brought me peace.”

Maureen O’Hara
Ireland → USA
Maureen O’Hara (born Maureen Fitzsimons) was an Irish actress and singer, who
became successful in Hollywood throughout
the 1940s to the 1960s. She was a natural
redhead who was known for playing passionate but sensible characters, often in
western and adventure films. Her star potential was first recognized by actor Charles
Laughton who brought her to Hollywood.
She has worked with director John Ford
and longtime friend John Wayne numerous
times.
Maureen’s childhood
Maureen was born and raised in Dublin, Ireland to a catholic family.
She aspired to be an actress from an incredibly early age. Maureen
was the second eldest of six children. Maureen’s siblings were
Peggy, Charles, Florrie, Margot, and Jimmy.
How Maureen O’Hara made it to Hollywood
Maureen was brought to Hollywood in the late 1930s by legendary
actor, director, and producer Charles Laughton, who originally
signed her to a personal service performing contract. The contract
meant she was signed to Laughton instead of a studio. From there,
she went on to enjoy a long and extraordinarily successful career
and acquired the nickname the Queen of Technicolor.
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Movies that Maureen O’Hara has starred in
The quite man, The parent trap, Big jake, Miricale on 34th street, The
hunchback of Notre dame and many more

“A painting is like a son that is brought into the world. It has to
govern itself.”

Júlio Pomar
Maureen O’Hara’s later years
O’Hara retired from the industry in 1972. After a 20-year retirement
from the film industry in 1991.
Caitlin Calvey / Edel O’Malley

Portugal → France → Portugal
Júlio Pomar (1926–2018) is one of the most
renowned Portuguese artists of the 20th
century. He mapped out his artistic future
as a child, when he started painting as he
received a box of watercolours from his
uncle Bernardino. Thus, at the age of 20 he
had already achieved the status of an
artist. His first painting was sold to the
renowned painter Almada Negreiros. During his long creative career, he addressed in
his works issues and themes such as
protest, eroticism, fado, bullfighting, literature, mythology, among others.
Early Life and career
This painter/plastic artist developed a versatile work, in which painting, drawing, ceramics, engraving, tapestry, theatre scenography
and writing also stand out. The early years of his career are linked
to the resistance against the Estado Novo regime (a dictatorial political regime that prevailed in Portugal for 41 years and was overthrown by the revolution of April 25th 1974) and the affirmation of
the neo-realist movement in Portugal, seeing art as a form of social
protest.
At the age of eight, he began attending drawing classes at the then
António Arroio school of applied art. Later, in 1942, he enrolled at
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the school of Fine Arts in Lisbon. That same year, he opened an atelier where he held an improvised group exhibition, the first which
would mark the beginning of his artistic career.
Life in Oporto
Being dissatisfied with the Lisbon school, in 1944, he moved to the
Oporto School of Fine Arts, which he left two years later because
he was forbidden to attend for political reasons.
In 1946, he promoted the 1st Spring Exhibition at the Commercial
Athenaeum in Oporto, which brought together artists who also refused to collaborate with Salazar’s dictatorship. He directed the
weekly art page of the daily newspaper A Tarde (Oporto, between
June and October 1945), as well as collaborating with criticism and
texts on aesthetic intervention in magazines such as Mundo Literário
(1946–1948) and other periodicals. In the same year, he started
painting a large wall to decorate the Cinema Batalha. The following
year, in April, the artist was arrested with other members of the
Movement of Democratic Unity, in opposition to the Salazar’s
regime, and for this reason the cinema was inaugurated in June with
the wall unfinished. In October of that year, the painter, free once
again, completed the frescoes, but the government imposed the
elimination of the wall paintings of Cinema Batalha in June 1948,
a year after the inauguration, because they were considered to have
political connotations discordant with the regime. Curiously, recent
works in the building uncovered the painted panels that disappeared 75 years ago and proceeded to their restoration.
Return to Lisbon and journeys
In 1947, Pomar returned to Lisbon, where he exhibited one of his
paintings, entitled Resistência-Resistance, at the II General Fine Arts
Exhibition at the Sociedade Nacional de Belas Artes.
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As a result of his militant activity he soon was imprisoned. There he
portrays the future President of the Republic, Mário Soares, his cellmate at the time.
In 1948–1949 he began to develop artistic experiments in sculpture
and ceramics. Later, in 1949, he was also forbidden to teach drawing
in a technical school. Júlio took part in the Independent Exhibitions
in Oporto, taking on the role of an opponent of the regime.
In the early 1950s, he held new solo exhibitions, and one of his
paintings was acquired by the Museum of Contemporary Art.
He travelled to Madrid (1950), Paris (1951, 1956, 1961) and Italy
(1958), which allowed him to meet and share with intellectuals and
artists. It was during this time that he executed some portraits of
public figures.
Also in 1953, he participated in the collective experience of discovery and encounter with the roots of a people, coming into contact
with the farmers who worked in the rice fields, bringing together
two apparently opposing worlds – that of the workers and that of
the artists.
In 1959, he took part in the organising committee of the exhibition
50 independent artists in Lisbon, a symbolic mark of the rupture of
many artists with the cultural activities promoted by the government.
France
In June 1963 he won a grant from the Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation and moved to Paris. The move represents a definitive departure
from the action that marked the beginning of his career. He lived
and worked between Paris and Lisbon until he passed away in May
2018 in Lisbon.
The themes he paints range from his relationship with literature,
popular tradition (from the sargassum harvest to bullfights) and the
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events of the time, such as May 68. In 1974 he was one of 48 artists
who participated in the painting of the 10th June wall, a collective
art event to commemorate the recent April revolution.
Meanwhile, he exhibited individually in Lisbon (Diário de Notícias
Gallery, 1962, 1963) and in Paris (Galerie Lacloche, 1964, 1965), cities
where he would exhibit regularly over the years and build a steady
career. Only later, after the revolution of the 25th of April, which put
an end to the dictatorship, did he buy a house in Lisbon to set up
a second studio there.
His paintings are done with brightly coloured paints and are often
made with some geometric shapes that sometimes form amazingly
detailed faces and animals, inspiring some young people to use similar techniques.
Júlio Pomar established a Foundation named after him in 2004. The
inauguration of the Atelier-Museum Júlio Pomar, Lisbon, was announced for April 2013, with an architectural rehabilitation project
by the renowned Álvaro Siza. The Atelier-Museum Júlio Pomar’s
mission, announced on its website, is to conserve, disseminate and
deepen knowledge of the work of Júlio Pomar in its various aspects, encourage critical reflection and debate about contemporary arts and culture.
For the artist, travel has always been a source of inspiration for his
themes and palette.
In 1988 he spent two months among the Indians of the Upper Xingú
in the Amazon, which inspired the painter for several years. In 1990
he was chosen by the Republic President, Mário Soares, to paint
the official portrait of the head of state, breaking with the formalism
of official portraits, with a canvas in which the rapid, open brushwork shows his friend gesticulating, handsome, active, in an informal posture which contrasts with other official portraits.
Rodrigo Lopes
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“Every change is a form of liberation.”

Paula Rego
Portugal → England → Portugal → England
Paula Rego is the biggest internationally
renowned female Portuguese artist alongside Maria Helena Vieria da Silva. She
was, in 2021, acknowledged as one of the 25
most influential women in the world, by the
Financial Times magazine. She is a famous
portuguese-British artist who was born in
Lisbon, on the 26th January of 1935 and
died on the 8th June 2022.
Being born and raised in a ledgerbait family, with liberal and republican beliefs, Paula had a very close affiliation with both English and
French culture, which was reflected in her compositions. Her paintings, many of which focused on women’s experiences and perspectives, might depict fear or menace. She once said: “Every change is
a form of liberation. My mother used to say a change is always good
even if it is for the worse.”
Childhood
For all of Rego’s childhood, Portugal was ruled under the fascist
regime of Estado Novo. After a military coup in 1929, the country
was led for almost 30 years by the dictator, António de Oliveira
Salazar. Thus although her home life remained secure the repressive
regime loomed in the background and augmented a general anxiety
in Rego; even as a child she used art as a means to create order and
to escape from her fears. In the beginning stages of her life, as
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a baby, she lived with her grandparents, while her parents were in
England finishing their academic studies. They lived in their family
farm back in Ericeira, where she created her first few memories,
which were a big inspiration later on in life, performance wise. Then,
with the return of her parents, Paula was diagnosed with tuberculosis, subsequently moving to Estoril due to medical reasons.
Between Portugal and England
In 1945, she initiated her studies in St. Julian’s School, where she
unveiled her artistic side. After concluding high school, and with
the help and reassurance of her father, who approved and believed
in her creative ability, she left to pursue art in London in 1952, enrolling in the Slade School of Fine Art where she met the egyptian
artist Victor Willing, who she would, later on, in 1959, marry. Also,
during her academic stay at the school, she won 1st place in the
Summer Composition contest in 1954.
Back in Portugal, in 1957, the couple settled in Ericeira with Rego’s
family. During this time, the artist continuously worked on new art
pieces and occasionally engaged in art exhibitions in England,
which led to meeting many other artists, such as, Peter Frederick
Snow and Michael Andrews. Concerning her personal life, Paula and
Victor got married in 1959, as mentioned before, and had three children, Nick, Caroline and Victoria Willing.
The road to fame
In 1962, Paula became Calouste Gulbenkian Foundation’s grantee,
giving her the opportunity of displaying her work to the Portuguese
public in the II Gulbenkian Exhibition. Afterwards, only five years later,
in 1966, she revealed, for the first time independently, her art pieces
in the Modern Art Gallery, held at Faculdade de Belas-Artes, in Lisbon.
Her work expressed the political aspects lived at the time, including
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pieces such as Os Cães de Barcelona (Barcelona’s dogs), painting that
portrays the event described in Spanish newspapers, the feeding of
raw, poisoned meat to the stray dogs which wandered the city.
Most of them ended up dying due to the insects and flesh-borne
diseases.
To summarise, the piece perfectly illustrates the monstrosity and
atrocity of the episode. Just as astonishing as the previous painting,
Paula also exhibits her work piece entitled Retrato de Grimau (Grimau’s Portrait). This composition, as the innumerous others, is often
described with the adjective intense, reassuring the strong and sort
of disturbing recurring feeling of the artist’s pieces as well as the
criticism towards the Portuguese leadership and nation.
Once again, this time due to financial difficulties as well as Victor’s
fragile health, Paula was forced to move to London once again.
Thereafter, during the 80s, the artist accepted the invitation from
Slade School of Fine Art to teach there. Meanwhile, Paula continued
to turn her imagination into art, this time more freely, portraying
a more intimate and childish universe and point of view. As a matter
of fact, the painter joined the Marlborough Fine Art Gallery, located
in London, later on in 1987, an action that gave her the international
recognition she long awaited.
Unfortunately, a year later her husband passed away due to multiple
sclerosis, which inspired the artist to create many outstanding
pieces, exhibited in well-known galleries in London and museums
in Portugal.
Protesting
Even though Paula and her family lived in England, she was always
up to date with the political and social events in Portugal, and decided to show her disapproval of the referendum accepting the decriminalisation concerning abortion with painting Aborto (Abortion)
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in 1997. The workpiece awoke, once again, the big discussion in the
Portuguese press concerning the topic. Regardless, later on, in
2005, the artist was requested to conceive the presidential portrait,
at the time the President being Jorge Sampaio, introducing new
standards completely distinct from the tradicional ideals previously
exhibited. This entitled Paula Rego as the first female artist in the
President’s official gallery.
Further ahead, Paula’s son Nick Willing, released a documentary titled Paula Rego, Histórias e Segredos (Paula Rego, Secrets and Stories)
displayed by BBC. The narrative reveals never-seen-before personal
family images as well as a more intimate perspective over the
artist’s life and the creative aspect of her art pieces, work that continuously argues with Estado Novo’s beliefs and the misogyny felt
in the art world.
During her active years, Paula received many awards and credentials, remarking her outstanding work. In the time span of 23 years,
from 1992 to 2015, the artist was awarded the title of Doctor Honoris
Causa by plenty institutions, the Winchester School of Art in Hampshire, the St. Andrews University in Scotland, the East Anglia University in Norwich, the Rhode Island School of Design in the USA,
The London Institute, the Oxford University, the Roehampton University, the Cambridge University and, finally, the Faculdade de
Belas-Artes in Lisbon.
Alongside this recognition, the portuguese artist was also distinguished as the Grande-Oficial da Ordem de Sant’Iago da Espada by the
portuguese former President Mário Soares and the Grã-Cruz da
Ordem de Sant’Iago da Espada by the portuguese former President
Jorge Sampaio.
Furthermore, she received from Queen Elizabeth II, the Dame Commander of the Order of the British Empire, due to her impressive contribution to art. In Portugal, she was, moreover, awarded the Lisbon
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Honor Medal and the Portuguese Government Cultural Merit Medal.
To conclude, Paula Rego has revealed her expert autonomy from
a young age, highlighting her from the traditional artistic trends,
composing surreal and abstract pieces, with a touch of satire. Remarkably, it entails her success and her worldwide recognition and
respect, taking Portuguese talent overseas, through art.
Joana Pinheiro
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“Every artistic expression can be a kind of autotherapy.”

Zdena Salivarová
Czechoslovakia → Canada

She had a very difficult childhood and
youth. She even had to look after her
mother and sisters. However, she did not
give up and later achieved incredible things
like founding a publishing house and writing books.

Zdena Salivarová was born in 1933 in Prague. She grew up with
three siblings. Her father was a bookseller and publisher. All their
family lived in poverty. They didn’t even have a bathroom. When she
was a child, her father was imprisoned and he lost his business and
apartment. Then even her brother was imprisoned. Her mother lost
her job too, so she took care for her mother, sister and herself. She
sang in Bohuslav Kulinský’s choir and played violin. She finished
Eliška Krásnohorská’s girls’ grammar school in Prague, then she
graduated from Film academy in dramaturgy. She played in movies
A Report on the Party and the Guests (O slavnosti a hostech) and End of
a Priest (Farářův konec).
In the 70s she started writing articles, short stories and interviews
particularly in a magazine called The West (Západ). She also authored
several books. The most famous one is the Summer in Prague (Honzlová). It was translated to English, Spanish, and Catalan.
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Life in exile
Zdena Salivarová and her husband left Czechoslovakia legally, after
the Prague spring. The Prague spring was a time in Czechoslovakia
in 1968 when the communist regime was getting more free. And at
that time, California university invited Zdena and her husband to
California. They left Czechoslovakia in 1969. When communists
didn’t want to grant them a longer stay permit in Canada. They
knew that if they returned to Czechoslovakia they would probably
not be allowed to go back to Canada ever again, so they decided to
stay there. They founded publishing house Sixty eight publishers
two years later in 1971. The publishing house was founded because
they didn’t know how to publish Škvorecký’s novel The Republic of
Whores (Tankový prapor). Once at night Zdena woke her husband up
and told him that they would publish his book themselves. At first
he didn’t want to, but later she persuaded him. And that’s how Sixty
eight publishers was created. She would do most of the work like
graphic design or professional and technical editing. She was also
dealing with orders, wages and much more. They published 224
books all of which were forbidden in Czechoslovakia.
The recent years
Now, after her husband’s and brother’s death Zdena lives alone,
rarely communicating with anybody. Supposedly some literary historians visited her in Toronto. They said she is happy, enjoying her
many memories and addiction to tobacco.
Her famous husband
Josef Škvorecký was the husband of Zdena Salivarová. His father
was a bank clerk. After finishing grammar school he worked as auxiliary labourer. He played in a jazz band called Red Music just like
lots of characters in his fiction. He graduated in English and philos-
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ophy. He started writing in 1945 and in 1958 he published his first
novel. In the publishing house he had founded with his wife he was
able to finally publish his fiction, which would never be allowed in
his homeland due to censorship. Some of his famous novels are The
Cowards (Zbabělci), The Swell Season (Prima sezóna), The Republic of
Whores (Tankový prapor) and The Miracle Game (Mirákl).
Josef Škvorecký died in 2012
Julie Podušková

“States are measured by their history.”

Mário Soares
Portugal → S. Tomé e Príncipe → France → Portugal
Mário Soares was a fighter for freedom and
tolerance, standing out for his political activity against the Dictatorship that ruled
Portugal for almost 50 years. He was
a renowned lawyer and politician who, since
his university student time, was an active
opponent to the dictatorship. His long and
persistent fight took him to the frontline of
democratic opposition to Salazarism,
namely as a lawyer defending political prisoners, having participated in
numerous trials, held in dramatic conditions, in the Plenary Court and the
Special Military Court. Already in democracy, he held the posts of Prime
Minister of Portugal and President of the Portuguese Republic.
From childhood to youth
Born on December 7, 1924, he died at the age of 93 on January 7,
2017. He inherited from his father the political activism that would
mark his entire existence. In fact, his father, João Lopes Soares, after
having renounced the priestly functions he had embraced early in
his life, was a teacher, pedagogue, and politician during the First
Republic, having been imprisoned several times. He tried to educate
Mario Soares catholic, but he always refused, remaining secular and
agnostic throughout his life. That is why he did not celebrate
a Catholic marriage with Maria de Jesus Barroso, the woman he met
in college and who would accompany him for most of his life. He
also did not baptize his children, Isabel and João.
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In 1936, the family settled in the school that is still in operation today
in Lisbon, a time that marked for Mário Soares a childhood that he
always remembered as a happy one. In 1943, at the age of 19, while
still a student at the Faculdade de Letras, stimulated by his father’s
agitated political life, he became a militant of the PCP, which placed
him on the side of the opponents to the Estado Novo.
In 1946, Soares registered his name on the PIDE (political police)
files when he was arrested on charges of anti-patriotic attitudes. In
the following years, Soares would be arrested again on several occasions. In 1948 he meets his father, arrested for being involved in
an attempted coup d’état, in Aljube prison. His marriage to Maria
Barroso, an actress who was expelled from the National Theatre for
political reasons, took place through a power of attorney since he
was in prison. He graduated in Historical-Philosophical Sciences
from the Faculdade de Letras, University of Lisbon, in 1951, and in
Law from the Faculdade de Direito, University of Lisbon, in 1957. As
an opponent to the regime he was forbidden to teach.
Opposition to the Salazar regime
The political actions he took against the Estado Novo since his student days resulted in his 13 arrests by PIDE and in 1968 he was deported to the then Portuguese colony São Tomé e Príncipe, in Africa,
by order of dictator Salazar, with no return to Lisbon. He would return eight months later, receiving the solidarity of the International
League for Human Rights and being considered the Prisoner of the
Year by Amnesty International.
In Portugal, after Salazar was replaced by Marcelo Caetano, the
struggle against the Portuguese dictatorship intensified. The international community was increasingly opposed to the dictatorship,
and the main focus was on the policy and the state of colonial war
that Portugal had been in since 1961.
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Refugee in Paris
Due to constant persecution by the political police, he was forced
to take refuge in Paris in 1971. In exile, he established an immense
network of contacts including major figures in European politics,
namely with social-democratic leaders or those of other left-wing
political currents, such as François Mitterrand or Willy Brandt. One
day he said: "In exile, I realized that I needed young people and
I needed to recruit a working class base, two things we didn’t
have”.
It was still in exile that he became one of the founders, in 1973, of
the Socialist Party, of which he was the first secretary general. In
Paris, Mário Soares got together with people he already knew and
together they worked out the Socialist Party’s programme. His relationships with European personalities, his diplomatic struggle and
actions, and the dissemination of the books he wrote made him internationally known.
Return to Portugal and political affirmation
On April 25, 1974, Mário Soares was in exile in France, from where
he returned to Portugal on the 28th of the same month, arriving in
Lisbon in what would become known as the train of freedom. From
the moment he entered Portugal until he arrived in Lisbon, he was
acclaimed at every station where the train stopped until it reached
the central station in Lisbon, where he was received and acclaimed
by a large crowd who enthusiastically listened to his improvised
speech.
Soon after, he was sent to the main European capitals with the mission of obtaining diplomatic recognition of the new democratic
regime. As Minister of Foreign Affairs, he developed negotiations
that led to the independence of the Portuguese colonies. Between
1976 and 1978, and 1983 and 1985 he was Prime Minister of Portugal.
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It was in this position that he successfully negotiated, from 1977 to
1985, Portugal’s entry into the European Community (now the European Union). He was President of the Republic for two successive
mandates, from 1986 to 1996, having initiated the so-called open
presidencies, during which he travelled throughout many regions
of the country, listening directly to the aspirations and complaints
of the people, thus initiating a new presidential posture. He later
became an MEP in the European Parliament.
In the last years of his life, he dedicated himself to writing, to the
coordination of the Foundation he gave his name to, and to intervening in numerous congresses and debates. He said in 2013:
"States are not measured by the money they have, but by their history and their people. In that sense, Portugal cannot be considered
a poor country, quite the contrary."
Today, the Mário Soares Foundation occupies an important role in
Portuguese culture, fulfilling its mission to promote a civic and
democratic culture inspired by the life and legacy of Mário Soares
and Maria Barroso, and to preserve and spread the historical memory and cultural heritage of Contemporary Portugal.
In 2006 he ran again for President of the Republic, but lost to Aníbal
Cavaco Silva, coming in third place.
Inês Viegas
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“My paintings are a journey that I’m taking through life.”

Maria Helena Vieira Da Silva
Portugal → Switzerland → Portugal → Italy → France → Brazil → France
Maria Helena Vieira da Silva was a Portuguese abstractionist painter (1908–1992),
who lived between two nationalities but will
always be the most international and best
known Portuguese artist and one of the few
women on the post-World-War II Paris art
scene. She was the first woman to receive
the Grand Prix National des Arts (1966) having been awarded the title of Chevalier de
l’Ordre national de la Légion d’Honneur by
the President of the French Republic (1979).
Childhood and Youth
Maria Helena Vieira Da Silva, was born on June 13th 1908, in Lisbon
in a high class family. Her parents were Marcos Vieira da Silva and
Maria do Céu Silva Graça. As her father was a diplomat she had the
opportunity to travel widely and early became in contact with various avant-garde groups, such as the Italian Futurists. This fact influenced her in such a way, that at the age of 11 she got into the
academy Belas-Artes in Lisbon and studied drawing and painting.
She was also interested in sculpture and studied anatomy at the
University of Medicine of Lisbon.
In her teen years she studied painting with the French cubist Fernand Léger, sculpture with Antoine Bourdelle, and engraving with
Stanley William Hayter, all masters in their respective fields. Vieira
da Silva also worked with Fauve artist Othon Friesz.
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To continue her studies, in 1928, when she was only nineteen years
old, she decided, with her mother’s support, to move and study at
the Académie de La Grande Chaumière, in France. However in 1929
she decided to focus on painting. While in Paris, she absorbed a variety of influences—from the geometric abstraction of the group
Cercle et Carré (Circle and Square, 1929–33) and Joaquín Torres-García to the decorative style of Pierre Bonnard. She had her first solo
exhibition in 1933 at the Galerie Jeanne Bucher, Paris, exhibiting illustrations from a children’s book along with a few paintings.
Marriage and flight to Brazil
Maria Helena’s marriage abroad with a Hungarian man with jewish
roots (the painter Árpád Szenes, considered by Salazar an enemy
communist of the regime) led to the loss of her Portuguese nationality, and both began to live as foreigners in France for a few years.
As the Second World War unfolded, Maria Helena and her husband
decided to move to Portugal, where they stayed for a year, seeking
to obtain Portuguese nationality, which was not possible.
In 1940, Maria Helena and her husband were forced to leave Europe,
and began to live at the Hotel Internacional, in Rio de Janeiro. In
Brazil they were welcomed with open arms, receiving diplomatic
passports, which replaced the stateless ones issued by the League
of Nations. By this time, they had even received a citizenship proposal from the government, which they refused. They lived there for
about seven years.
Vieira da Silva continued to paint and exhibit in Brazil until she and
Szenès were able to return to Paris in 1947.
Return to Paris
In March 1947, Maria Helena returned to Paris alone, where she remained for the rest of her life. Two months later, her husband came
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to meet her and together they started to prepare an exhibition. This
exhibition attracted the attention of the French State to acquire several of her paintings.
She finally was granted French nationality in 1956. In Paris, it’s
around this time that her work became internationally renowned.
Her work, likened to both the mid-century Tachisme and Abstract
Expressionism movements, has been critically celebrated throughout the world. The subject matter of Vieira da Silva’s 1950s paintings
focuses on the postwar environment: cities that had been burned
or flooded, alleyways, sunsets, and landscapes (both natural and
built). Works with titles such as Canals of Holland (Canaux en Hollande) 1958, Old America (Vielle Amérique) 1958, and Collapsed Facade
(Les façades éboulées) 1957, blur the specificity of place with generic
prototypes – nature, culture, the city, the grid.
It’s only after the 25th April 1974, that Maria Helena made peace
with the country of her birth, Portugal.
Her husband died in 1985 in Paris and five years later Maria Helena
took the initiative to found Árpád Szenes-Vieira da Silva Museum in
Lisbon, with the aim of creating a study centre dedicated to their
work, in her home Lisbon. Unfortunately, Maria Helena died two
years before (March 6, 1992 in Paris) the museum opened in 1994.
Vieira da Silva represented a unique approach that was less gestural
and more geometric than the dominant Art Informel style. She created paintings that resembled abstracted urban grids and united
multiple perspectives into a fractured sense of space. Her style
melds Cubism, Futurism and Constructivism. She said of her work:
“Sometimes I have the feeling that my paintings are a journey that
I′m taking through life. And when you travel, the paths are always
new, we are always new.”
Pedro Monteiro, Kamilly Santos, Joana Ferro
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“My home is where I hang up my hat.”

Jiří Voskovec
Czechoslovakia → USA
Jiří Voskovec was a comedian co-forming
the famous duo V+W (Voskovec and
Werich). He was forced to leave his beloved
country Czechoslovakia because of his antifascist opinions. He emigrated twice in his
life. His best friend was Jan Werich. They
emigrated together to the USA because the
prime minister Jaroslav Krejčí banned them
from performing their satiric theater plays.
He was born on 19th June 1905 in Sázava and he died on 1th July
1981 in Pearblossom, California. He was the third and the youngest
child and his father Vilém Wachsmann was a talented tsarist musician. His two older siblings were Prokop and Olga. As a child he was
called a fat Russian, because his father worked in Russia. Voskovec
was small and fat. Even Jan Werich, who later on became the fatter
one, remembers his little cute nickname.
He met Werich at a grammar school in Prague. They liked each other
immediately, because they had the same hobbies, especially film
and theatre. In the early twenties Jiří studied at the French university
in Dijon and in 1924 at the Faculty of Law in Charles University in
Prague. In 1927 Voskovec and Werich wrote Vest Pocket Revue, a collection of songs and dialogues. They performed it in the Liberated
Theatre, where it really stood out and was a big success. Their
whitened faces, addressing each other Mister colleague remained in
the public memories forever.
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If you don′t know how Vest Pocket Revue was born, so it was: One
evening Mr. Nepraš, a renowned cartoonist and graphic, bought
a bottle of rum for some 24 crowns. Then they added hot water,
sugar and lemon juice. They mixed it all and drank up. What they
found on the bottom of the bottle was the merry play Vest Pocket
Revue.
Not only Voskovec and Werich but also their talented friend Jaroslav
Ježek was famous. He actually wrote the majority of songs for their
plays. The most popular comedies were Donkey and shadow (1933),
Hangman and Fool (1934), Ballad of rags (1935) and Heavy Barbara
(1937).
In the 1930s, Jiří Voskovec and Jan Werich went from free and recessionist humor to anti-fascist satire.
"Even though I didn’t want to go to the theater and neither did
Voskovec, the theater came for us," Werich said later. "We believe
deeply and faithfully in the fantastic essence of theatre and we are
passionate devotees of theatrical wizardry," wrote V+W.
They also worked in the film industry in the 1930s. They wrote the
scripts and acted in the successful comedies Powder and Gasoline
(1931), Money or Life (1932), Workers Let′s Go (Hej Rup!, 1934) and The
World is Ours (1937). The New York Museum of Modern Art included
the latter three into the list of Classical European Musicals.
Voskovec and Werich kept increasing their satiric pressure against
the nazi hazard which led to the shutdown of the Liberated Theatre
in November 1938. They then emigrated to the United States. They
performed in theaters such as Cleveland, Broadway, New York,
Boston, and Philadelphia. By the end of the war, they had also collaborated with the radio station Voice of America (1942–1945).
Jaroslav Ježek died in the course WW2, so J. Voskovec and J. Werich
returned home without him. They tried to pick the threads of the
pre-war tradition of the Liberated Theatre and re-introduced Fist in
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the Eye or Ceaser′s Final and the re-written American musical
Finian’s Rainbow (in Czech language Divotvorný hrnec).
In 1947 Voskovec and Werich split their close partnership because
their common authorship wasn′t fruitful anymore. However, they
remained friends up until the rest of their lives.
In 1948 Voskovec left the country for good. First he worked for UNESCO in Paris, then left for the USA. There he was detained in Ellis
Island for suspicion of sympathy for communism. 11 months later
he was released. He took on the name George Voskovec and performed on TV, acted in many films and broke through in Broadway.
His most famous film character is the Juror no. 11 in 12 Agry Men.
He only met Werich twice after in the exile but they kept correspondence until their last days.
Veronika Hamouzová

“To like and to love people, that′s the secret.”

Jan Werich
Czechoslovakia → USA

“To like and to love people, that′s the whole
secret and perhaps the only recipe for happiness. Who only thinks of himself, will deprive others of himself, will deprive himself
of the others, will become stunted and die.”

Early Life
Jan Werich was born on the 6th of February 1905. He was a Czech
film and theater actor, playwright and film screenwriter. His wife
was Zdena Housková and their only daughter was Jana Werichová.
His parents divorced right after he was born and his father Vratislav
Werich took care of him. When the Great War started his father left
for war and Jan lived with his mother Gabriela Werichová. He
wished to belong to both parents but he wasn’t the one to make
the decision. His grandmothers, Regina and Marie, also took turns
caring for him. He remembered them with great fondness. When he
was eleven years old he met Jiří Voskovec. They studied at the same
grammar school. After the final exam they began studying law.
However, they never graduated, instead, they started with theater.
Theatre, Werich’s passion
Their first theater play was Vest Pocket Revue in 1927. Since then they
played in the theater together. At that time they worked in the
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Liberated Theatre (Osvobozené divadlo). Their second play was Like
a Sore Thumb (Pěst na oko) in 1938. Werich and Voskovec’s theater
plays represented the topical events in society. In the plays Caesar,
The Donkey and the Shadow, The Hangman and the Fool they made fun
of German Nazism, which the German embassy did not like. Because they could no longer play freely for political reasons, they decided to leave the theater. However, their audience stood by them
and sang the last song with them. Then they found a theater where
they could perform and they named it V+W, which stood for
Voskovec and Werich. But then the theater closed and the director
put them back into the Liberated Theater.
Emigration
Jan Werich emigrated to the USA because he had insulted the Nazis
in his theatre songs. He was afraid they would send him to a concentration camp. On 16th March 1939 German troops invaded Bohemia and Moravia and the occupation of the Czech Lands by Nazi
Germany began.
In the USA, he met his best friend Jiří Voskovec who had also emigrated there. During the war, they worked as employees at Office of
War Information Radio (OWI). Fortunately, it broadcast in the Czech
language.
Six years later he began to miss Prague. So he returned to Prague
in 1945. But mainly because of the theater. Werich wanted to make
people laugh, because it was the same for him as helping them.
When Werich returned home, he kept corresponding with Voskovec.
In the letters they often said that they would continue writing and
Voskovec, who wrote more often, would usually describe the situation in the USA.
Besides his wife and daughter, Werich loved the Šumava Mountains,
fishing and especially his cottage in Velhartice, Šumava. It had been
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built in 1938 and Werich spent a lot of time there. He also planted
a rhododendron here because he loved them most. He called the
valley where his cottage was located “The Valley of Happiness”. His
friends and colleagues used to visit him in the cottage. Here he also
created his short stories. The cottage itself was the main theme in
his short story The Dog. He also went fishing with his rod to a small
stream which was near his trout hut and he liked it very much too.
When he got older
In 1946, Jan developed pharynx cancer. In 1980 he lost consciousness and was taken to hospital where he did not wake up anymore.
He had spent his last conscious days at the place he had chosen, in
his cottage, in Velhartice. Thus, he carried to heaven the image of
a place which he liked very much.
To this day, many people seek inspiration from the Liberated Theater
and especially from Jan Werich himself. His villa in the centre of
Prague, in the island of Kampa, is named after him.
Tereza Šmejkalová
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